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vAbstract
The electrical transmission network connects electrical power generation to centres of customer
demand. Integrating energy storage systems (ESS) in to the transmission network is a challenging
problem for network planners.
Here, an electricity transmission network expansion and energy storage planningmodel (TESP)
that determines the location and capacity of energy storage systems in the network for the pur-
poses of demand shifting and transmission upgrade deferral is described. This problem is sig-
nificantly harder than the standard network expansion models that are typically considered in
the literature as the benefit of storage can only be understood by including multiple time inter-
vals in the model. The addition of the time dimension leads to much larger mixed integer linear
programming problems.
This increase in size and complexity of the optimisation problem is addressed by develop-
ing a Benders decomposition approach for the TESP. The model is tested against well known test
systems under two different demand scenarios; the first is characterized by a short period of peak
demand, the second by a long period. Benders decomposition is shown to be an effective means to
render the problem more tractable when compared to the standard mixed integer linear program-
ming approach. It is found that installation of ESS is an effective means of transmission upgrade
deferral. However storage is unlikely to be installed where circuit installation is of comparatively
low cost.
A hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm that combines Benders decomposition and a Bees
Algorithm inspired evolutionary approach is then presented. The algorithm is tested using a
transmission network expansion and energy storage planning model. The Bee-Benders hybrid
algorithm (BBHA) is shown to be an effective hybrid matheuristic algorithm that exhibits equiva-
lent performance to its component parts in the segments of the problem domain where those parts
are strongest, and significantly improves upon the individual approaches where neither compo-
nent part has a pronounced advantage. The algorithm may be applied to readily decomposable
mixed integer programming problems and does not rely on any special problem structure.
The research is directed towards formulation and algorithm development with emphasis on
the use of decomposition based on mathematical programming ideas. Both test and real world
data sets have been used to test the models, however as assembling comprehensive and clean data
vi
sets is beyond the scope of this thesis, the conclusions do not include specific recommendations
for the future development of the Australian, or any other electricity grid.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Electricity networks, commonly known as the “electrical grid”, are an interconnected set of net-
works that connect centres of electrical power generation to loads, for example, a coal-fired power
station to a city with industrial, commercial, and residential customers. A diagram of a typical
electrical grid is given in Figure 1.1.
Transmission lines 
765, 500, 345, 230, and 138 kV
Transmission Customer
138kV or 230kV
Generating Station
Generating
Step Up
Transformer
Substation
Step Down
TransformerGeneration
Green:
Blue:
Subtransmission
Customer
26kV and 69kV
Primary Customer
13kV and 4kV
Secondary Customer
120V and 240V
Transmission
Distribution
Color Key:
Red: 
CustomerBlack: 
FIGURE 1.1: Diagram of electrical networks. The transmission network is shown in
blue.
Source: United States Department of Energy [23] CC-BY-3.0
1.1.1 Components of the grid
The electrical transmission grid can be thought of as two distinct networks. The transmission
network carries power from a generator to a substation over high voltage transmission lines [57,
ch 1.]. Most transmission lines are 3-phase alternating current high voltage lines, carrying voltages
of 115kV or higher. In Figure 1.1, the transmission network is shown in blue and generation in red.
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A distribution network is connected to the transmission network by substations, carrying
power over medium to low voltage lines to customers. Substations usually contain several step-
down transformers which lower the transmission voltage from a higher voltage to a lower voltage,
depending on the load of the customers. Industrial loads requiring higher voltages may be con-
nected at the sub-transmission level, often referred to as the primary distribution network. The
typical topology of a distribution network is radial, however significant redundancy may be built
into the network [45]. In Figure 1.1, the distribution network is indicated in green, while loads are
shown in black.
Transmission network
As noted earlier, the transmission network connects electrical power generation to centres of cus-
tomer demand. Power generation may include nuclear or coal-fired power stations of high name-
plate (nominal) capacity, spinning reserve, such as gas-fired power stations or diesel generators,
or wind farms and other renewable generation [57, ch 1.].
Historically, the typical generation mix has included non-renewable sources of power gener-
ation, such as coal and gas. However, renewable generation is expected to play an increasingly
important role in the electricity grid in Australia and other countries. In fact, the Australian Gov-
ernment intends that renewable energy comprises 23.5% of generation capacity by 2020 [33]. A
significant challenge associated with many forms of renewable generation, such as wind and solar
PV (photovoltaic), is that the level of power generation is highly variable and can only be predicted
in a limited way.
High-voltage overhead transmission lines are constructed from several components: pylons,
insulators, and conductors. Pylons are often substantial steel towers with a lattice construction
which support the weight of the insulators and conductors over a span of distance. Insulators
support and retain the conductors. As insulators must withstand high voltages they are often
made of porcelain or a polymer. Finally, power flows along conductors which are typically made
from a bundle of aluminium strands or a steel strand core surrounded by a bundle of aluminium
[28]. In a three-phase AC transmission line, a circuit comprises 3 conductors.
It is somewhat common to hear overhead transmission or distribution lines referred to as
“poles and wires” colloquially.
1.1. Background 3
A diagram of a simple transmission network, Garver’s 6-bus test system, is shown in Fig-
ure 1.2. The network has six vertices known as buses. There are three generators of 60MW, 165MW,
and 545MW nameplate capacity at buses 1, 3, and 6 respectively. There are loads of 80MW at bus
1, 240MW at bus 2, 40MW at bus 3, 160MW at bus 4, and 240MW at bus 5. The network has
existing 6 edges (optionally multiple edges) known as rights of way (alternatively described as a
transmission corridor in the literature) indicated by the solid line, and two candidate rights of way
of expansion indicated by the dashed line. Each right of way may carry multiple circuits. In this
sense, the transmission network is a multigraph.
1
2
3
4
5
6
g6 = 545
g1 = 50
g3 = 165
d3 = 40
d4 = 160
d2 = 240
d1 = 80d5 = 240
FIGURE 1.2: Network topology of for Garver’s 6-bus test system.
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Transmission network planning
The transmission network shown in Figure 1.2 shows two rights of way that are candidates for fu-
ture network expansion. Electrical transmission network expansion planning (TEP) is a complex
electrical engineering problem. The objective of TEP is typically to minimize the operational and
investment costs of transmission network infrastructure, such as transmission lines or while meet-
ing demand, capacity, security, geographical, or environmental constraints [37]. If the planner is
concerned only with determining the final long term network plan, the planning is considered
static. Whereas if the planner wishes to determine one or more intermediate network plans, per-
haps over multiple time periods, the planning is considered dynamic.
Some of the many issues surrounding modern expansion planning include novel or dereg-
ulated market structures, and environmental factors and the integration of renewables into the
energy mix.
One challenge arising from market deregulation is that infrastructure previously owned by a
single owner, say the state, may now have multiple owners. For example, it is not uncommon
for one entity to own a generator, another the transmission network, and others the distribution
network. In this case the network is viewed quite differently by each participant in themarket, and
the planning must account for this by considering the possible future actions of other participants
[37].
Integrating renewable energy generation, especially variable generators such as wind and so-
lar, into the electrical transmission network is a considerable design challenge currently facing
network planners. For example, a recent blackout in South Australia saw 315MW of wind gener-
ation disconnect from the grid amid voltage dips and loss of load [9]. Correspondingly, there has
been a renewed interest in electricity network planning problems [27].
One strategy to address these challenges is to use energy storage systems (ESS) to smooth
the supply and match the demand in the network. The most common form of storage for large
amounts of energy is pumped hydroelectric energy storage, which while relatively cheap, is lim-
ited by both geography and climate. Other forms of storage such as batteries, supercapacitors, or
compressed air may also be feasible but are currently significantly more expensive.
While supporting renewables provides some of the impetus for the current research environ-
ment, there are many other uses of energy storage [52]:
1. Security quality of supply: minimising curtailed loads through outages.
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2. Load following: immediately responding to short term fluctuations in load. This may allow
reduced maintenance of the generators that would typically assume this role.
3. Spinning reserve: grid connected ESS may be called upon to provide extra generation ca-
pacity in lieu of more conventional spinning reserve such as gas turbines.
4. Generator upgrade deferral: using excess storage capacity to delay investment in new gen-
erator.
5. Bulk energymanagement: delaying the transmission of energy until it is needed, or its value
increases.
6. System stability: by varying the real and reactive power output of the energy storage system
frequency oscillation can be damped.
7. Black start capability: using stored energy to restore an isolated generator to operation.
Of course there many other potential uses of energy storage, some of which are discussed in
Section 1.2.
1.1.2 Energy storage systems
Energy storage refers to the storage of energy produced during one time period for use at some
future time period. An energy storage system (ESS) is the media or physical process through
which energy is captured, stored, and later released [8].
Pumped hydroelectric energy storage is the most common and cheapest means of transmission
scale ESS [20]. However, its feasibility is determined by climate, geography, and environmental
constraints [52]. Batteries have also been successfully deployed into the transmission network
[64]. Given their high power and energy capacities compressed air technologies remain viable but
expensive [67].
Here we provide a brief overview of just some of the numerous ESS technologies that may be
applicable to transmission scale applications.
Mechanical storage
Pumped hydroelectric energy storage utilises cheap or surplus energy to pump water from a
lower reservoir to an upper reservoir where it is stored. During periods of high demand the
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water is released to drive turbine generators which produce electricity. There are two primary
forms of pumped hydro: off-stream, which relies entirely upon water in a closed loop, and com-
bined/hybrid, where water may be supplemented from a water course. Modern pumped hydro-
electric energy storage may achieve over 80% efficiency [65].
Flywheel energy storage uses a rotating mass (flywheel) to store kinetic energy [4]. The system
is charged using a motor to accelerate the flywheel. Discharge occurs where braking torque is
applied to drive a generator, thus extracting the stored energy.
During periods of low demand compressed air energy storage uses a reversiblemotor/generator
to drive compressors which inject air into a high pressure storage vessel. During periods of high
demand the air is released, heated, and used to drive the generator turbine [25]. There are active
compressed air energy storage facilities with nameplate capacity as high as 290MW [40].
Electromagnetic storage
Supercapacitors consist of two solid conductor electrodes, an electrolyte solution and a porous
membrane separator [40]. This structure gives them the characteristics of a standard capacitor and
a rechargeable battery, including fast charging and discharging in the case of the former, and the
high power density and stability in the case of the latter [67]. Supercapacitors are an emerging
technology.
Electrochemical storage
In this section we describe several types of battery storage systems.
Rechargeable battery storage uses batteries (lead-acid, lithium-ion,. . . ) which can be charged,
discharged and recharged many times. The exact electrochemical process for charging differs by
battery type, but typically involves cathode (positive active material) which produces electrons,
an anode (negative active material) which consumes electrons, as well as an electrolyte buffer
between the two [63]. Today, rechargeable batteries are found in everything from automobile
ignition systems to cell phones.
UltraBattery is a technology invented by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO). The technology combines a lead-acid rechargeable battery with an superca-
pacitor in a single cell. An UltraBattery storage system has been successfully deployed to smooth
the 5 minute ramp rate of a wind farm in Australia [64].
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Flow battery storage is a unique form of electrochemical storage in which electrical energy
is stored in electrolytes stored in external tanks are pumped through an electrochemical cell. The
primary difference between a rechargeable battery and a flow battery is that the energy storage and
energy conversion units are stored separately. In this sense, a flow battery may function like a fuel
cell, where spent electrolyte is topped off, or like a rechargeable battery where the electrochemical
reaction is reversible. Flow batteries are a MW scale energy storage system [18].
Other
There exist many other energy storage systems not yet in widespread use in the transmission
network including chemical storages such as fuel cells, thermal storages such as molten salts, and
emerging electromagnetic storages such as superconducting magnetic energy storage.
1.2 Thesis scope and objectives
The aim of this thesis is to develop mathematical models and algorithms to determine the min-
imum amount (cost) of storage that is required, its location in the electricity grid, and how this
storage should be used taking into account some of the other multiple uses of storage:
1. Demand shifting: storing energy over a period of hours or a day or two in order to match
the availability of power with periods of demand.
2. Transmission upgrade deferral: storing energy close to sources of generation and moving
it at a steady rate to avoid the need for larger capacity or additional transmission lines.
Clearly there is also a trade-off between using storage and installing additional capacity
of generation to help cover peak demand or additional transmission capacity. Hence, to
determine the ideal amount and location of storage, it is necessary to consider the overall
network design in the presence of varying supply and demand.
Our research is directed towards formulation and algorithm development with emphasis on
the use of decomposition based on mathematical programming ideas. Both test and real world
data sets have been used to test the models, however assembling comprehensive and clean data
sets is beyond the scope of this PhD, so our conclusions do not include specific recommendations
for the future development of the Australian, or any other electricity grid.
With this in mind, the following objectives are pursued:
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1. Formulate an efficient mixed integer linear programming model for the transmission net-
work expansion problem that considers energy storage systems.
2. Propose a method to solve computationally demanding network instances to optimality in
good time.
3. Design novel algorithms which produce high quality heuristic solutions to the model for-
mulated in objective 1 relatively quickly, yet offers the possibility of proving optimality.
The model energy storage system used for the research pursued in this thesis is a rechargeable
battery analogy. This is sufficiently abstract that the research remains relevant to all forms of
energy storage systems.
1.3 Thesis organisation
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature relevant to the research produced in this the-
sis. The first section focuses on electrical network expansion planning problems in general, with
subsections second on transmission expansion planning specifically. Some recent research incor-
porating energy storage into the planning is evaluated, and some gaps in the models found in
literature are identified. This is followed by a short review of the literature pertaining to the dis-
tribution expansion planning problem. Finally, a brief summary of The Bees Algorithm is given.
The algorithm is particularly relevant to the research contained in this thesis as it is a general pop-
ulation search heuristic that may be used for combinatorial optimisation. The Bees Algorithm is
combined with exact optimisation techniques to produce a novel hybrid optimisation approach in
later chapters.
In Chapter 3 we present a transmission network expansion and energy storage planningmodel
that uses ESS for transmission upgrade deferral and demand shifting. Numerous possible exten-
sions to the model, such as limits to storage charge/discharge and generation ramp rates, are
discussed. Two case studies in which the model was tested against the well known Garver’s 6-bus
and IEEE 25-bus test systems under two different demand scenarios are presented.
Benders decomposition is shown to improve solution time of computational demanding in-
stances of the transmission network expansion and energy storage planning model in Chapter 4.
First the model is demonstrated to be quite amenable to decomposition. Then the performance
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of the approach tested against the well known Garver’s 6-bus, IEEE 25-bus, and Brazilian 46-bus
test systems using case studies that include two different demand scenarios. Finally, given that
decomposition techniques such as Benders decomposition may require a large number of LP sub-
problems to be solved, it is shown how the choice of LP solver may have a substantial impact on
the solution wall time.
In Chapter 5 a novel hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm that combines Benders decompo-
sition and a Bees algorithm inspired evolutionary approach is proposed. The mechanics of the
algorithm are first described in detail. Then a tuning exercise conducted using the IEEE-25 test
network is conducted. Case studies for the Brazilian 46-bus and Colombian 93-bus test systems
are given.
The hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm developed in Chapter 5 is extended to probability
weighted, multi load profile variant in Chapter 6. This variant of the algorithm facilitates transmis-
sion expansion planning for an operating scenario comprising of potentially many load profiles.
The approach is demonstrated on Garver’s 6-bus and the Brazilian 46-bus test systems.
The thesis concludes in Chapter 7 with a summary of the research presented, an appraisal of
the contributions of the research, and suggestions for possible future investigation.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter contains a review of the literature pertinent to the research presented in this thesis.
The review is presented in two sections. The first focuses on prior research into electricity network
planing problems including both the transmission expansion planning and distribution expan-
sion planning problems. The second section provides an overview of the two solution methods
most applicable to the novel approaches used to solve our new network planning models, namely
Benders decomposition, an exact method, and the Bees Algorithm, an heuristic method.
2.1 Electricity network expansion planning
Electrical network expansion planning problems are challenging optimisation problem with the
objective of minimizing investment and operational costs of the expanded network infrastructure
(pylons, lines, transformers, etc.) while meeting operational and market constraints. A broad and
accessible overview of power system planning problems, including but not limited to electrical
network expansion planning, is available in [57].
Electrical network expansion planning may be divided into two distinct but related problems:
transmission network expansion planning (TNEP; sometimes TEP), and distribution network ex-
pansion planning (DEP). Transmission network expansion planning is generally characterized by
highly connected networks of high voltage transmission lines connecting electricity generators to
distribution networks. Distribution network expansion planning is typically characterized by net-
works of low or medium voltage powerlines with a radial topology. Additional features may be
modelled at each connecting node, including buses, transformers, and of course electrical storage.
In this section we provide a thorough survey of the TNEP literature, and highlight a number
of notable contributions to the DEP.
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2.1.1 Transmission network expansion planning problems
The canonical transmission network expansion planning problem was first presented by Garver
in 1970 [24]. Garver’s seminal paper presents a linear programming model that produces feasible
transmission expansion plans in two steps: In the first, linear flow is estimated, and in the second,
subsequent step new circuits are selected. One of the most enduring contributions of Garver’s is
the 6-bus test system used extensively in this thesis and for which the tabulated data are given in
Appendix A.1.
Contemporary transmission expansion planning problems are frequently modeled as mixed
integer nonlinear programs (MINLP), or in an equivalent disjunctivemixed integer program (MIP)
form. The four standard mathematical models found in the TEP literature; the transportation
model, the hybrid model, the disjunctive model, and the DC power flow model, are compared in
[54]. Numerical examples of each model for Garver’s 6-bus network are given. Romero et al.[54]
also include the tabulated data and known solutions of four test networks useful for comparative
study.
Advances in commercial solver technology, such as IBM ILOG CPLEX, mean that simpler in-
teger linear TEP models of small networks can generally be solved to optimality within a few
minutes. However, as the network or operating complexity increases the problem quickly be-
comes intractable and numerous specialist solution methods have been developed to address the
difficulty typically experienced while solving larger instances or more complicated instances.
A new Projection-Adapted Cross Entropy (PACE) algorithm for solving MINLP problems is
developed in [22]. The algorithm extends the cross entropy (CE) method from 0-1 MINLP prob-
lems to the general case by allowing integer variables to be dealt with as integers rather than
continuous relaxations. The algorithm is applied to the TEP with case studies given for Garver’s
6-bus system and the 46-bus system.
Where the modelling becomes more complex and computationally demanding, meta-heuristic
approaches have been shown to produce good results. Bahiense et al. develop an alternative for-
mulation to the classical disjunctive model [3]. In this formulation network flows and phase angles
at each load bus are given by the sum of two non-negative variables resulting in a model with bet-
ter conditioning properties. The model is solved using standard branch and bound, however a
GRASP meta-heuristic is used to provide an upper bound to the solver, greatly reducing solution
time. Latorre-Bayona and Perez-Arriaga describe a heuristic long term transmission expansion
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planning model, CHOPIN, which decomposes the problem into investment, operation, and reli-
ability subproblems [38]. Unlike previously discussed models, CHOPIN optimises over a range
of operating scenarios, using an iterative procedure incorporating a local, truncated enumeration
procedure over a search tree, the root node of which is the preferred plan of network planner.
The model is shown to work well on transportation, hybrid, and DC approximation network flow
formulations.
If the transmission expansion planner is concerned only with determining a final network
plan, the planning is considered static, whereas dynamic planning involves the determination of
one or more intermediate plans over multiple periods. When optimising the static TEP problem
only the initial and final period (e.g. year) plans are considered. However, the dynamic TEP is
made considerably more complex by having to optimise each intermediate period. A number of
approaches are possible including attempting to globally optimise the entire planning horizon as
a monolithic problem; or optimising each intermediate plan in turn using an iterative algorithm
which takes the preceding plan as an input to each iteration until the final plan is determined; or
producing an optimal network plan for the final period and subsequently determining a series of
intermediate plans that facilitate that result in a stepwise fashion.
Evolutionary algorithms have been successfully applied to dynamic planning variants of the
TEP. A specialized genetic algorithm is shown to produce good solutions for coordinated, multi-
stage planning problems in [21]. Here a constructive heuristic algorithm (CHA) is used to produce
a high quality initial population, that is, a population in which the circuits that comprise the opti-
mal network topology are already present. Combined with a strategy that intelligently disallows
recombination that would destroy a set of circuits that results in a connected network, high quality
suboptimial solutions are found for a two stage planning problem on a Colombian transmission
network, as well as a three stage planning problem for a Brazilian transmission network segment.
Sum-Im et al. examine the performance of a set of differential evolution algorithms (DEA) on a
series of similar dynamic problems in [61]. This work is expanded upon in [60].
Another common complication to the planning is (n-1) redundancy. Systems operating under
this scheme must not shed load if a single component, in this context a circuit, fails. An adap-
tion of the Chu-Beasley [10] genetic algorithm was used to solve a TEP model with (n-1) security
constraints in [16].
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The transmission network typically employs high-voltage (HV) three-phase alternating cur-
rent (AC) transmission lines. A linear direct current (DC) approximation is often sufficient for
the purposes of long term transmission expansion planning given the computational complexity
of modelling AC power flows, and is the approach we use in this thesis. However, some recent
research has also considered AC power models, including step by step development of an ex-
pansion plan using an interior point method and a constructive heuristic algorithm [53], and the
development of a binary linear AC model of comparable efficiency to the more traditional DC
approximation model [62].
Useful surveys of the algorithms and models prevalent in the literature are given in [58] and
[37].
Benders decomposition
As the TEP and related problems tend to elegantly decompose into investment and operational
sub-problems, decomposition algorithms appear frequently in the literature.
Benders decomposition is a technique that allows a large, intractable problem, such as the
TESP model described in Section 5.2, to be divided into more tractable component parts. Benders
devised an approach for exploiting the structure of mathematical programming with complicating
variables in order to make themmore tractable [5]. The problem is divided in to a master problem
and one or more LP sub-problems in which variables from the master are fixed. Duality theory is
used to derive cuts from sub-problem(s) which are added to the master in an iterative fashion.
Benders decomposition was generalized to a wider range of problems in [26]. Additionally,
using convex nonlinear duality theory, it was shown that subproblems in Benders decomposition
need not necessarily be linear programs.
Using this generalized technique, our TESP models are divided into two classes of problems.
The first is a master MILP problem containing the integer variables, any applicable continuous
variables, and a continuous estimate of the cost of the subproblem. The second is an LP subprob-
lem containing continuous variables. The master problem is solved to yield a candidate solution
which is used to fix the complicating variables that would otherwise be present in the subproblem.
The dual of the subproblem is used to produce a feasibility cut in the case the solution yielded by
the master causes the LP subproblem to be unbounded, or an optimality cut in the case that the
master underestimates the true cost of the subproblem. These cuts are added to the master, and
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the master problem is solved again. This iterative procedure continues until no further cuts are
necessary.
Benders decomposition with alternately continuous or discrete decision variables in the mas-
ter (investment) problem, and DC approximation or transportation operational subproblems is
investigated in [49]. A Benders decomposition and Monte Carlo sampling technique for solving
two-stage stochastic linear programs with recourse is used for multi-area capacity expansion plan-
ning problem for the western USA and Canada in [34]. We use a similiar cut separation technique
in Section 6.1.1. Fencing constraints and additional constraints on new paths are shown to substan-
tially reduce the number of iterations when added to themaster problem [29], and adding Gomory
cuts evaluated from the master problem to a Benders decomposition of a linear disjunctive MIP
model is shown to result in significant CPU time savings [7]. Binato, Pereira, and Granville[7] also
detail a method for calculating the optimal values of the disjunctive parameterM for both existing
and candidate circuits in the disjunctive TEP formulation, and we employ this method to avoid
numerical instability in our models. More recently a probabilistic model considering uncertain
generation (wind) and variable load using a Monte Carlo simulation in conjunction with Benders
decomposition has been proposed [47]. Monte Local branching is used to accelerate the Benders
decomposition of a TEP problem in [17], however the authors do not compare the technique with
using solver callbacks and a ‘one tree’ master problem in a commercial solver such as IBM ILOG
CPLEX.
Benders decomposition has been applied to a wide range of other optimisation problems in-
cluding unit commitment [41], aircraft routing and crew scheduling [13], the fixed charge network
design problem [14], and the scheduling of crude oil in an oil refinery [55].
TEP problems considering energy storage
The integration of ESS into TEP and related problems, such as distribution network expansion
planning (DEP), is an emerging area of research.
Clack, Xie, and MacDonald compare a pair of linear programming models to design a high
voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission network which takes in to account variable and dis-
patchable generation as well as energy storage [11]. They find that the first load matching model
installs a higher proportion of variable generation and is less computationally demanding than
the second cost minimizing model. The load matching model installs 32 GW of energy storage,
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but none is installed by the cost minimizing model due to its high cost. These high level network
design formulations differs from MIP formulations such as the model presented in this thesis in a
number of ways. For example, it determines the total required capacity along a right of way, but
not the number of discrete new lines to install.
Some early work on incorporating storage into TEP also ignores the time dimension so that
the storage facilities essentially behave like an alternative type of generator [32]. The authors
develop an extension to the disjunctive TEP formulation that considers the location of ESS. Their
iterative algorithm first solves the TEP problem without storage, setting an upper bound on the
total investment. The maximum allowable storage then added to the network and the TEP is
solved again, decrementing storage units each iteration. Should the addition of storage reduce the
total investment cost the resultant network plan is chosen for more detailed analysis. The utility of
the model is limited as it considers storage simply as another form of generation and it is cheaper
to add this generation capacity than to install new circuits.
2.1.2 Distribution network expansion planning problems
Distribution network expansion planning problems are related problem to the TEP, but deal with
another segment of the electricity grid. The distribution network is connected to the transmission
network by a feeder, and delivers power to locations of customer demand. For example, a private
residence or a business such as a factory. The distribution network typically comprises conductors
of low or medium voltages, including single wire earth return (SWER) in the Australian context,
and is organized with a radial topology. When compared with TEP, DEP models often capture
detail of the operation of network features such as substations, buses, transformers, and ESS.
There are two common themes in the distribution planning literature: planning for normal
operation and planning for emergency (reliability, security) [35]. Planning for normal operation
is self explanatory, and may involve a static or dynamic planning horizon. Emergency planning
is normally limited to a single contingency, in which case a substation’s capacity is given by its
capacity when its largest transformer, or the largest transformer of an adjacent substation’s fails.
Crossland, Jones, and Wade present a heuristic model for planning a low voltage distribution
network with high solar PV penetration and distributed electrical energy storage [15]. Using a
genetic algorithm in combination with simulated annealing, the authors succeed in producing
a feasible, well performing heuristic by reducing the storage component of the fitness function
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to a single timestep. In the presence of a voltage rise problem, it is shown that where solar PV
penetration is below a threshold level, distributed storage is a viable alternative to network recon-
ductoring (upgrade deferral).
As noted in Chapter 1, energy storage is not the only means to facilitate network upgrade
deferral. One alternative is the installation of distributed generation (DG) which may be operated
with similar peak cutting effects to storage. A multi-objective model for distribution network
planning (DEP) that considers DG as an alternative to circuit reinforcements is given in [59].
Locating and sizing small scale ESS in distribution networks has been approached using a
modified particle swarm optimisation (PSO) to optimise a multi-period design problem [56]. The
model considers the deployment of both distributed generation (DG) and ESS using a modified
PSO algorithm. The model is a network flow model and is uncomplicated by the modelling re-
quirements of DC approximation. Capital expenditure, operating costs and reliability costs are
incorporated into the model. Reliability is modeled as the cost of expected energy not supplied
(ENS). The assumed ESS are batteries or at least an analogous device. The life of storage units is
modelled by restricted charge/discharge cycles. Load is divided into 3 levels, low, normal and
high. Batteries are only charged during low loads, and only discharged during high loads. The
optimal solution may not minimize the objective function at each stage, but is optimal over the en-
tire planning horizon. The modified PSO algorithm implements a local search procedure during
which DG and ESS are interchanged with each other to find the local optimum solutions. Feeders
that are installed as reserve during one stage might be operated as main feeders during another
stage and vice versa. During substation failure, DG and ESS can restore lost loads. Three invest-
ment strategies are considered: peak cutting; reliability enhancement; and a combination of peak
cutting and reliability enhancement. The authors demonstrate that storage is only selected under
the combination strategy. A somewhat similar approach to reliability and security is adopted in
[1]. Here a modified PSO is used to generate a partial set of non-dominated solutions to a multi-
objective design problem that significantly includes a security index reflecting voltage stability,
but excludes locating and sizing ESS.
Haffner et al. present a model for dynamic distribution expansion planning with distributed
generation [30, 31]. The model extends the linear disjunctive TEP model. The distribution net-
work is planned in three stages, the first two being one year in duration, the second being two
years in duration giving a total planning horizon of four years. A number of planning scenarios
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are considered, including stage by stage planning without DG, and multistage planning with and
without DG, multistage planning with investment constraints, and multistage planning with DG
subject to three load levels. In order to reduce the search space logical constraints which define in-
vestment constraints, fencing constraints using Kirchhoff’s current law (the electrical engineering
equivalent of nodal balance), and constraints on new paths are added. It is shown that the intro-
duction of logical fencing constraints greatly reduce the search space, making what is otherwise
a set of very difficult distribution planning problems tractable. Naturally this is not without cost;
modelling becomes considerably more complex.
As noted earlier, distribution systems often have a radial topology, (as opposed to transmis-
sion networks which have a high degree of connectivity). Lavorato et al. develop a set of explicit
radiality constraints and demonstrate their use in both distribution system reconfiguration and
distribution network expansion planning problems of various size [39]. The resultant model for-
mulation is a rather detailed MINLP taking into account reactive power, losses, and susceptances,
etc. Whilst the radiality constraints are shown to be valid, their inclusion is not compared with a
model from which they are absent.
2.2 The Bees Algorithm
In this section we offer a brief account of The Bees Algorithm, which inspired the in the hybrid
exact/meta-heuristic algorithm developed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
The Bees Algorithm (BA) is an evolutionary optimisation approach inspired by the foraging
behaviour of honey bees [50]. The solution space is represented as a flower bed, and each solution
by a flower. The algorithm comprises two phases; a global search phase, and a local search. To
initilize the algorithm a global search phase commences with one or more “scout” bees leaving
the bee hive and flying to a random flower. The fitness of the flower is evaluated and the scout
bees returns to the hive to perform a “waggle dance” which describes the fitness of the flower
each scout has discovered. The scout(s) who discover the ne elite and the nb best solutions recruit
“worker” bees to explore the flower patch containing the flower they discovered during a local
search phase. Recruited worker bees fly to a random flower within the flower patch and evaluate
its fitness. The fittest flower from the elite and best flower patches are combined with the fittest
new sites discovered during the subsequent global search phase to produce a new pool of elite and
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best solutions for further local exploration. Stopping conditions may include time, the number of
iteration, or a test for convergence.
The BA has been applied to numerous combinatorial optimisation problems such as the gener-
alized assignment problem[48] and machine scheduling [51], and as also shown value for applied
industrial applications such as crack detection of beam-type structures [46].
2.3 Chapter summary
This chapter provided an overview of the literature related to the research pursued in this thesis.
Literature related to electrical network planning problems, specifically the TEP and DEP is
of particular interest as the basic TEP model provides the basis of the work presented in later
chapters.
A brief summary of The Bees Algorithm, an optimisation approach inspired by the natural
behaviour of honey bees, and an important keystone in later chapters was given.
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Chapter 3
A transmission expansion and energy
storage planning model
In this chapter, we build upon the standard TEP model to develop a transmission network expan-
sion and energy storage planning (TESP) model that determines the location of ESS in the network,
and how this storage might be used for the dual purposes of demand shifting and transmission
upgrade deferral. The difference between the two is somewhat subtle. Demand shifting involves
storing energy generated in one time period in order to match the demand in a subsequent period.
Transmission upgrade deferral requires storing energy close to sources of generation or demand
and moving it at a steady rate over time to avoid the need for larger capacity or additional trans-
mission lines.
The formulation of the TESP model differs significantly from its foundation as it considers
discrete cyclic time periods, demand that varies over time, and the selection and location of ESS.
The model is demonstrated on the well known Garver’s 6-bus and IEEE 25-bus test circuits for
two 24 hour operating scenarios; a short peak, and a long peak. We show optimal location and
capacity of storage is sensitive not only to cost, but also variability of demand in the network.
3.1 Introduction
The TEP problem is typically solved to determine the minimum cost expansion plan that satisfies
some peak system demand. This approach was used by Hu et. al [32] to develop an extension to
the traditional disjunctive TEP formulation that considers the location of ESS, and by Zhang et. al
[66] whose linear mixed integer model also considers line losses.
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In [32] an upper bound on the total investment amount is established by solving the TEP prob-
lem without storage. An upper bound on the number of ESS to consider is then set to a value
appropriate for the system size. This problem is then solved iteratively, decrementing the number
of ESS each iteration if resulting expansion plan differs from the plan without storage, otherwise
terminating the algorithm. The set of expansion plans are then analyzed.
These peak demand approaches facilitate transmission upgrade deferral by specifying the
rated power of ESS within the network. However, they do not demonstrate that sufficient gen-
eration or transmission capacity exists in any prior time period to operate the energy storage.
Taking this into account, our approach is significantly different. We introduce discrete time inter-
vals with variable demand into the model in order to operate the ESS like a rechargeable battery,
that is, alternately as an energy demand centre or an energy generator. This ensures the generated
expansion plan is feasible for the given operating conditions.
As with the standard TEP models, the objective of our TESP model is to minimize the invest-
ment costs incurred by expanding the transmission network, and to minimize a penalty for load
curtailment at each demand node which is often used to represent operational costs. The model
allows for the installation of discrete new or reinforcing circuits on a right of way. It determines the
location and sizing of continuous capacity storage within the network. ESS will only be installed
if it is more economical than to install one or more new circuits or to curtail load.
The model implements cyclic discrete time which requires the state of the storage at the last
time interval to be identical to the initial storage state. The duration of each time interval is ex-
pected to be uniformly in the order of 30 minutes to an hour, although longer time intervals com-
mensurate with modeled planning horizon are possible. Intra time interval demand and gener-
ation are assumed to be constant, however generation is re-dispatchable and demand may vary
over time.
Since our modelling of time differs from some of the other approaches in the literature it is
worth considering some of the alternatives to our approach:
• Single time interval: makes it impossible to estimate the energy capacity of the storage. Fur-
thermore, reducing power flow into a bus by using storage in one time interval means that
at another time interval the power flow must be increased to enable recharging. Hence, a
single time interval model can at best give a very crude approximation to the effect of allow-
ing storage to be installed. Of course in the case where the supply and demand is constant,
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the single time interval model would be reasonable to use. However, in such cases storage
adds no value to the network, and in practice the demand is never constant.
• Non-cyclic time: instead of considering a single day or single week with a requirement that
storage starts and finishes at the same level, it is possible to simply consider a period of time
without cyclic constraints. However, this introduces edge effects where the storage may be
run down at the end of the planning period or perhaps assumed to be full at the start in
order to reduce the load on the network. In order to eliminate the impact of the edge effects
on the expansion planning decisions, a much longer time period has to be considered.
• Multiple (cyclic) periods: A multi-scenario approach could be allowed for where not just a
single pattern of demand is considered, but a number of representative cyclic patterns (eg. to
capture a summer and winter pattern of usage). This does not significantly change the mod-
els and in fact our Benders decomposition approach would easily extend to this. However,
including this makes both the presentation of the mathematical model more complex and
may significantly increase the computational time required. As the current models already
take significant amounts of time to run, this extension has not been included here.
Power flows are modeled using a DC approximation [36, p.36], with subsidiary decisions to
determine the phase angles at each bus, network flows, and the amount of energy stored in ESS
for each time interval.
Transmission expansion planning is considered static if the planner is concerned only with
determining a final network plan, whereas the planning is dynamic if one or more intermediate
plans, perhaps over multiple time periods are determined. Although our model includes time
intervals, the planning is static as we consider only a single time period i.e. we determine only the
final plan.
3.2 Mathematical model
The objective of the TESP is to minimize the function
z =
X
(i,j)
cijy
p
ij +
X
k2 
bkxk +
X
t2 
X
k2 
↵tkrtk (3.1)
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where cij is cost of installing a line on right of way ij and ypij is a binary variable denoting the
installation of the pth candidate line on ij. It is assumed that the variable operating cost of ESS is
negligible in relative terms, and only the fixed costs bk of installing xk MW capacity of storage at
bus k are included in the objective function. At each bus, rtk load may be curtailed in each time
interval t at a cost of ↵tk.
The technical constraints that define the expansion plan are outlined below:
Nodal balance and power flow
⇣ + gtk + rtk  tk = dtk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (3.2)
where
⇣ =
X
(i,k)2⌦0
f0tik  
X
(k,j)2⌦0
f0tkj +
n¯ijX
p=1
X
(i,k)2⌦c
fptik  
n¯ijX
p=1
X
(k,j)2⌦c
fptkj (3.3)
Nodal balance i.e. Kirchhoff’s current law is ensured at each time interval by constraint (3.2).
Power flows are modeled using a DC approximation resulting in subsidiary decisions to de-
termine the phase angle at each bus:
f0tij    ijn0ij (✓ti   ✓tj) = 0 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦0 (3.4)
|fptij    ij (✓ti   ✓tj)| Mij(1  ypij) 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 {1 . . . n¯ij} (3.5)
Kirchhoff’s voltage law is implemented for existing circuits by (3.4), and for candidate circuits
by (3.5). Absolute values are given to simplify the notation and are expanded into pairs of ranged
linear constraints. The disjunctive parameter Mij must be sufficiently large number so that the
difference in phase angles of buses i and j is not artificially limited. A procedure for calculating
minimum values ofMij is given in [7].
  f0tij    n0ij f¯ij 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦0 (3.6)   fptij     ypij f¯ij 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 {1 . . . n¯ij} (3.7)
Nominal thermal limits are enforced on existing and candidate circuits by constraint (3.6) and
constraint (3.7) respectively. Absolute values are given to simplify the notation are replaced by
variable bounds.
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Storage level and charge/discharge limits
l1k = lTk +  1k 8 k 2   (3.8)
ltk = lt 1,k +  tk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (3.9)
As we are operating the storage over some typical demand scenario, say a day, the set of time
intervals  is assumed to be cyclic. Thus, the level of the storage at the last time interval T is
required to be identical to the initial storage state. This requirement is implemented by the “wrap
around” constraint (3.8). For all other time intervals the storage level is given by (3.9).
0  ltk  xk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (3.10)
0  xk  x¯k 8 k 2   (3.11)
Constraint (3.10) ensures the stored energy does not exceed the installed capacity, while con-
straint (3.11) establishes bounds on this capacity.
In this formulation, power flows into and out of ESS are limited only by the capacity and level
of storage, as well as the capacity of connected transmission lines. Subject to these limitations, it is
theoretically possible that the storage completely charge or discharge within a single time interval.
Furthermore, the model assumes 100% efficiency for storage and losses are not considered.
Generation bounds
0  gtk  g¯k 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (3.12)
Generator re-dispatch is permitted within the bounds imposed by (3.12).
Curtailment bounds
0  rtk  dtk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (3.13)
Curtailment at any node during a given time interval cannot exceed the demand at that node dur-
ing the same time interval.
Symmetry breaking constraints
ypij   yp+1ij 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 {1 . . . n¯ij   1} (3.14)
The lexicographical constraint (3.14) eliminates the symmetry introduced by the inclusion of the
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binary decision variables by mandating the order of installation of parallel circuits be arbitrary.
Other
ypij2 {0, 1} (3.15)
f0tij , f
p
tij , tk, ✓tk unbounded (3.16)
3.2.1 Extensions to the model
In this formulation it is assumed that the operating cost of ESS is negligible. The model could
be extended to include operating costs if required, and further extended to consider fixed costs
resulting from the installation of storage irrespective of capacity.
Power flows into and out of ESS are limited only by the capacity and level of storage. It is pos-
sible that the storage completely charge or discharge within a single time interval. Furthermore,
the model assumes 100% efficiency for storage and losses are not considered.
The addition of operating costs might require splitting flow in and out of the batteries which
would trivially allow limits on charging and discharging. This is the approach we have taken
below. One benefit to this approach is that the number of charge cycles could also be captured
and used to determine the ESS lifecycle. The inclusion of fixed costs requires additional binary
variables making the problem more difficult.
The model also assumes generator re-dispatch is without cost, and that generators are not
subject to technical limitations, for example, generation ramp rates.
Such shortcomings in the model may be addressed by the inclusion of new constraints to man-
age generator ramp rates, ESS charge/discharge rates, and losses on power transferred to, from
and within storage. A number of possible substitutions are described below.
Extensions concerning ESS
The objective function (3.1) may be replaced with the new objective function:
z =
X
(i,j)
cijy
p
ij +
X
k2 
bkxk +
X
t2 
X
k2 
↵tkrtk +
X
t2 
X
k2 
ek
 
 +tk +  
 
tk
 
(3.17)
The unrestricted term  tk is split into two positive terms  +tk and  
 
tk which describe the power
flow to storage at bus k at time t and the power flow from storage at bus k at time t respectively.
This enables the cost coefficient ek to reflect the cost of power flow to and from storage at bus k. As
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noted in the previous subsection, the life of some ESS, such as batteries, is typically measured in
number of cycles. The life time of such batteries may also depend significantly upon the depth of
discharge of those cycles, however, this is beyond the scope of the simple battery analogy imple-
mented by this model. Power flow in and out corresponding to L cycles (where L is the number
of full cycles of expected battery life) should attract a cost equivalent to the replacement cost of the
batteries. In practice this cost coefficient is expect to be quite small.
The following technical constraints must also be revised:
Nodal balance and power flow
⇣ + gtk + rtk    +tk +   tk = dtk8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (3.18)
Constraint (3.2) ensuring Kirchhoff’s current law is replaced by constraint (3.18).
To avoid unnecessary enumeration of the constraints for each possible extension the following
loss parameters are also included.  + describes losses of power flow to storage and    losses of
power flow from storage. Such losses may be used to model round-trip efficiency of the ESS. The
parameter  s describes energy losses in storage, for example, evaporation.
Storage level and charge/discharge limits
The set of time intervals  is still assumed to be cyclic, thus the level of the storage at the last
time interval T is required to be identical to the initial storage state. As such the “wrap around”
constraints (3.8) and (3.9) are replaced with constraints (3.19) and (3.20).
l1k = (1   s)lTk + (1   +) +1k   (1+  )  1k
8 k 2  
(3.19)
ltk = (1   s)lt 1,k + (1   +) +tk   (1 +   )  tk
8 k 2  , 8 t > 1 2  , 8 k 2  
(3.20)
As noted earlier, power flows into and out of ESS are limited only by the capacity and level
of storage, and it is possible that the storage completely charge or discharge within a single time
interval. The following new constraints are required to establish storage discharge rate limits. The
parameter  + describes the rate limit of power flow to storage, and the parameter    the rate limit
of power flow from storage.
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    +1k    +T,k      +xk 8 k 2   (3.21)    +tk    +t 1,k      +xk 8 t > 1 2  , 8 k 2   (3.22)     1k     T,k       xk 8 k 2   (3.23)     tk     t 1,k       xk 8 t > 1 2  , 8 k 2   (3.24)
Constraints (3.21) and (3.23) implement the “wrap around” constraints for limits on power
flow into and out of storage respectively. For all other time periods these limits are enforced by
(3.22) and (3.24).
Extensions concerning generators
The following new constraints implement generation ramp rates using the generation ramp rate
parameter  g.
Generation bounds and ramp rate
|g1k   gT,k|   g g¯k 8 k 2   (3.25)
|gtk   gt 1,k|   g g¯k 8 t > 1 2  , 8 k 2   (3.26)
Limits on generation ramp rate are imposed by the “wrap around” constraint (3.25) and for all
other time intervals by constraint (3.26).
Use of the extensions
Each of the extensions discussed address some of the limitations of the model in describing a
real world electrical transmission network at the cost of additional notation and implementation
complexity. We have used the extended formulation in [44], but in the interest of simplicity use
the original formulation without these extensions in this and each of the following chapters unless
otherwise noted.
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3.3 Case Study: Garver’s 6-bus Test System
We test the model using Garver’s ubiquitous 6-bus test system[24]. The system has 6 buses, 15
rights of way, and generation and demand are matched at 760MW. The initial network topology
and optimal transmission expansion plan without considering ESS are shown in Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2, respectively. This plan requires an investment of US$200,000, and delivers a trans-
mission network capable of satisfying peak load of 760MW without load curtailment. Four new
circuits are installed on right of way 2 6, two new circuits on right of way 4 6, and one reinforc-
ing circuit is installed on right of way 3 5.
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g6 = 545
g1 = 50
g3 = 165
d3 = 40
d4 = 160
d2 = 240
d1 = 80d5 = 240
FIGURE 3.1: Initial network topology of for Garver’s 6-bus test system.
Transmission expansion planning typically considers only peak demand in the network. How-
ever, we assume that any installed ESS will store energy during periods of low demand and export
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g6 = 545
g1 = 50
g3 = 165
d3 = 40
d4 = 160
d2 = 240
d1 = 80d5 = 240
FIGURE 3.2: Optimal expansion plan without considering ESS.
energy during periods of high demand, and therefore require variable demand in the network over
time. For this case study, we consider two different demand scenarios: a short peak scenario and
a long peak scenario. A scenario in this context is a pattern of time variability of demand which
is used to re-scale the peak demand given in the static data. Each demand scenario comprises a
period of 24 hours with a 30 minute time step.
Figure 3.3 shows demand over time in the entire network for each scenario. The short peak
scenario is characterized by low demand over the first 5 hours, building steadily over the next
11 hours to a peak of 760MW, before decreasing to more moderate levels. Over the 24 hour time
period this scenario has mean demand of 577MW. The long peak is likewise characterized by low
demand over the first 5 hours. Demand then rapidly increases to a peak of 760MW remaining
somewhat constant for the next 10 hours, before moderating over the remainder of the day. In this
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scenario, mean demand over 24 hours is 670MW.
We apply a single scenario to relatively re-scale demand at all buses, but multiple scenarios
can also be handled by this approach.
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Long peak
FIGURE 3.3: Demand over time for short peak and long peak scenarios.
We allow the installation of ESS with capacity of at most 500 MWh at all 6 buses. This is not a
requirement of the formulation and the modeller is free to restrict which buses are candidates for
ESS installation as well as the maximum capacity of any installed ESS.
The cost per MW of long term (~4 hours) energy storage, such as pumped hydro or flow bat-
teries, was estimated to be AUD$810,451 (US$842,058) in 2012 [12, p.43]. However, storage costs
are continuing to decrease rapidly with technological advances and manufacturing economies of
scale. By contrast transmission upgrade costs can be expected to increase with inflation as these
are a mature technology. The 6-bus test system is particularly useful for verifying the correctness
of a model, but its specification and topology is such that using real world cost coefficients for
ESS means storage is not selected for the expansion plan. In fact, the real-world cost of installing
1MWh of storage exceeds the cost of the optimal expansion plan without storage. In order to
find a range of cost coefficients that result in ESS installation we solve the model with an initial
cost of US$10/MWh, record the total ESS capacity installed, and increase the cost in US$10/MWh
increments until US$200/MWh (equivalent to 103$0.1⇥ xk).
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FIGURE 3.4: ESS cost coefficient breaks for Garver’s 6-bus network.
Figure 3.4 shows the total capacity of ESS installed in the 7-bus system against the cost coeffi-
cients. Tabulated data for the breaks are given in Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1: Storage cost coefficient breaks for Garver’s 6-bus network.
Scenario Storage Cost Total Cost Circuits Total Storage
(US$/MWh) (US$103) (MWh)
Short peak 200 200.00 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
0
170 199.75 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
175
40 176.86 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
921
Long peak 200 200.00 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
0
70 199.38 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
420
Because the relative demand in the system is consistently higher for the long peak scenario
than the short peak scenario, storage is not installed until it is of a comparatively low cost. No
storage is installed until the cost reaches US$70/MWh and even then there is minimal reduction
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of the total cost after the installation of 420 MWh capacity. For the short peak scenario ESS are
installed at the higher cost of US$170/MWh, but the improvement of the objective function is
similarly small. In each case the same new and reinforcing circuits are installed. This suggests
that the viability of deploying ESS as a means of transmission upgrade deferral is at least in part
dependent on the nature of the demand during the time period in which the storage is operated,
but the most significant factor is cost.
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FIGURE 3.5: Transmission expansion plan for 6-bus network for short peak scenario
and storage cost US$170/MWh
The final expansion plan under the short peak scenario with storage cost of US$170/MWh is
given in Figure 3.5. Installing ESS with capacity of 175MWh enables the installation of 1 circuit on
right of way 2  6 to be deferred. The cost of the network expansion is reduced by US$250.
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3.4 Case Study: IEEE 25-bus Test System
The IEEE 25-bus test system is an extension to the IEEE 24-bus reliability network. The tabulated
data and diagram are available in [19]. The system has 25 buses, 36 rights of way, and total de-
mand of 2750 MW. If a maximum of 4 new circuits are allowed on each right of way, the optimal
expansion plan without storage has a cost of US$107.7 million (see Table 3.2 for circuit additions).
For this case study we use the short peak and long peak scenarios discussed in Section 3.3, and
demand re-scaling occurs at each bus as before. As we wish only to demonstrate the use of the
model the fictitious cost coefficient of 1.0 is used for ESS, which given the 30 minute time step is
equivalent to $2000/MWh. The model is solved using IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6 on a cluster node
with 16 cores of Intel E5-2670 and 32GB of RAM. Numerical results are given in Table 3.2.
TABLE 3.2: Results for IEEE 25-bus network.
Scenario Storage Cost Obj. Circuits Total Storage Wall Time
(US$/MWh) (US$103) (MWh) (s)
No storage - 107706 1-2 (1)
7-13 (1)
8-22 (3)
12-14 (2)
12-23 (3)
13-18 (2)
13-20 (4)
24-25 (2)
0 3.54
Short peak 2000 39405 5-25 (2)
7-16 (1)
8-22 (1)
12-23 (1)
13-18 (1)
2103 176787
Long peak 2000 67221 5-25 (2)
8-22 (3)
12-14 (1)
12-23 (2)
13-18 (1)
13-20 (1)
1432 51850
For the long peak scenario a total of 10 new circuits on 6 rights of way are combined with
1432 MWh of energy storage at a cost of US$67.2 million. As for Garver’s 6-bus test system, more
storage is installed for the short peak scenario with 2103MWh of storage installed alongside 6 new
circuits on 5 rights of way at a total cost of US$39.4 million.
If storage is not considered the model need only solve a single time interval and the solution
time is very fast (< 4s). When ESS and time intervals are introduced the complexity of the model
greatly increases as generation output, power flows, bus phase angles, and storage levels must be
calculated for each time interval. As a consequence wall time increases significantly to 14.4 hours
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for the long peak scenario, and 49.1 hours for the short peak scenario. The model is also sensitive
to network size, and preliminary numerical results for a 46-bus network [29] have shown that the
problem cannot be solved within 7 days. This motivates the development of the more advanced
optimisation algorithms presented in subsequent chapters.
3.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter we developed a transmission network expansion and energy storage planning
(TESP) model that uses ESS for transmission upgrade deferral and demand shifting. Several ex-
tensions to the model were discussed.
Themodel has been tested against the well knownGarver’s 6-bus and IEEE 25-bus test systems
under two different demand scenarios.
Our results show storage unlikely to be chosen where circuit installation is of comparatively
low cost, and that the amount of storage installed is dependent on the demand scenario under
which it is operated.
We find the model becomes computationally demanding with even relatively few buses.
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Chapter 4
A Benders decomposition approach to
transmission expansion planning
considering energy storage
In the previous chapter we developed an electricity transmission network expansion and energy
storage planning model (TESP) that determines the location and capacity of energy storage sys-
tems (ESS) in the network for the purposes of demand shifting and transmission upgrade deferral.
This problem is significantly harder than the standard network expansionmodels that are typically
considered literature as the benefit of storage can only be understood by including multiple time
periods in the model. The addition of the time dimension leads to much larger mixed integer
linear programming problems.
In this chapter we address this increase in size and complexity of the optimisation problem
by developing a Benders decomposition approach for the TESP. The model is tested against the
well known Garver’s 6-bus, IEEE 25-bus, and Brazilian 46-bus test systems under two different
demand scenarios; the first is characterized by a short period of peak demand, the second by a
long period. Benders decomposition is shown to be an effective means to render the problem
more tractable when compared to the standard mixed integer linear programming approach.
4.1 Introduction
As we demonstrate in this chapter, the expansion plan produced when considering energy storage
depends upon the temporal location of the peak load and the distribution of load around the peak.
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Therefore, when compared to the TEP the transmission expansion planning problem becomes
significantly more complicated as the model has to include multiple time intervals.
Smaller instances of the monolithic TESP model may be solved using a commercial solver,
however the problem may become intractable as the number of dimensions increases. One possi-
bility to remedy this is to apply a decomposition method to the problem.
Benders decomposition is a technique that divides the problem into a master problem con-
taining the integer variables (and optionally some of the continuous variables), and a subproblem
containing the continuous variables [26].
Transmission expansion planning problems often may be decomposed into investment and
operation subproblems. Benders decomposition with investment subproblems with continuous
or discrete decision variables, and transportation and DC approximation operation subproblems
are compared in [49]. Additional constraints on new paths, and fencing constraints added to the
investment subproblem are shown to reduce the number of iterations required substantially [29].
Gomory cuts have been added at each iteration to solve the linear disjunctiveMIPmodel [7]. More
recently a probabilistic model considering uncertain generation (wind) and variable load has been
proposed [47]. Local branching is used to accelerate the Benders decomposition of a TEP problem
in [17], however the authors do not compare the technique with using solver callbacks and a ‘one
tree’ master problem. In contrast, our best practice implementation of the Benders decomposition
takes advantage of solver callbacks, specifically the lazy constraint callbacks in IBM ILOG CPLEX,
which permit the addition of new lazy constraints to the branch and cut tree of the master problem
whenever a new integer solution is found. Using this method, the master MIP need be solved to
optimality (or an alternate stopping condition) only once instead of each iteration.
Benders decomposition has been applied to a wide range of other problems including unit
commitment [41], aircraft routing and crew scheduling [13], and the fixed charge network design
problem [14].
4.2 Mathematical Model
The TESP model presented in Chapter 3 can be decomposed into master and dual subproblems.
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4.2.1 The master problem
The objective of the master problem is to minimize the cost of investment in transmission lines,
as well as to minimize the estimated objective function values of the subproblem v. Only the
lexicographical symmetry breaking constraints are retained as the operational constraints now
appear in the subproblem:
Minimize:
z =
X
(i,j)
cijy
p
ij + v (4.1)
Subject to:
ypij   yp+1ij 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 {1 . . . n¯ij   1} (4.2)
v   0 (4.3)
ypij2 {0, 1} (4.4)
4.2.2 The subproblem
Given a set of new circuit installations determined by the master problem, the subproblem deter-
mines the cost of any installed ESS, and a penalty for load curtailment.
The objective of the subproblem is to minimize the function
v =
X
k2 
bkxk +
X
t2 
X
k2 
↵tkrtk (4.5)
where bk is the fixed cost of installing xk MW of storage at bus k, and ↵tk the cost of curtailing
rtk in each time interval t.
The following technical constraints govern the operation of the network:
Nodal balance and power flow
⇣ + gtk + rtk  tk = dtk
8 t 2  , 8 k 2  
(4.6)
where
⇣ =
X
(i,k)2⌦0
f0tik  
X
(k,j)2⌦0
f0tkj +
n¯ijX
p=1
X
(i,k)2⌦c
fptik  
n¯ijX
p=1
X
(k,j)2⌦c
fptkj (4.7)
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Nodal balance i.e. Kirchhoff’s current law is ensured for each time interval by constraint (4.6).
Power flows are modeled using a DC approximation requiring that the phase angle at each bus
be determined:
f0tij    ijn0ij (✓ti   ✓tj) = 0 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦0 (4.8)
|fptij    ij (✓ti   ✓tj)| Mij(1  yˆpij) 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 {1 . . . n¯ij} (4.9)
Kirchhoff’s voltage law is implemented for existing circuits by (4.8), and for candidate circuits
by (4.9). The disjunctive parameterMij must be large enough that it does not limit the difference in
phase angles of buses i and j. Minimal values ofMij may be calculated by following the procedure
given in [7].
  f0tij    n0ij f¯ij 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦0 (4.10)   fptij     yˆpij f¯ij 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 {1 . . . n¯ij} (4.11)
Constraint (4.10) and constraint (4.11) enforce nominal thermal limits on existing and candi-
date circuits respectively.
Storage level and charge/discharge limits
l1k = lTk +  1k 8 k 2   (4.12)
ltk = lt 1,k +  tk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.13)
The set of time intervals is assumed to be cyclic to allow the operation of the storage through-
out the desired time period, for example, a typical day. As such, the storage level at the end of the
day is required to match the initial storage state. The “wrap around” constraint (4.12) implements
this requirement. For all other time intervals the storage level is determined by (4.13).
0  ltk  xk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.14)
0  xk  x¯k 8 k 2   (4.15)
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Constraint (4.15) establishes bounds on the installable storage capacity at bus k, while con-
straint (4.14) ensures the stored energy does not exceed the installed capacity.
Generation bounds
0  gtk  g¯k 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.16)
Constraint (4.16) imposes bounds on generator re-dispatch.
Curtailment bounds
0  rtk  dtk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.17)
Load curtailment at any bus k cannot exceed demand during the same time interval t.
Other
f0tij , f
p
tij , tk, ✓tk unbounded (4.18)
4.2.3 The dual subproblem
Let the dual variables ⇡dtk be associated with constraint (4.6), ⇡ tij with constraint (4.8), ⇡ +ptij and
⇡  ptij
with constraint (4.9), ⇡f+0tij and ⇡f 0tij with (4.10), and ⇡f+ptij and ⇡f ptij with (4.11). The dual
variables ⇡stk are associated with constraints(4.12) and (4.13), and ⇡l¯k with (4.14). Finally, let the
dual variables ⇡gtk , ⇡rtk , and ⇡xk be associated with the bounds (4.15 - 4.17) respectively.
The dual of the subproblem can be formulated as follows:
Maximize:
v =
X
t2 
X
k2 
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X
t2 
X
(i,j)2⌦0
h
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n0ij f¯ij
i
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X
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X
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i
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X
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X
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⇣
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+
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X
k2 
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X
t2 
X
k2 
dtk⇡rtk +
X
k2 
x¯k⇡xk
(4.19)
Subject to:
⇡dtj   ⇡dti + ⇡f+0tij   ⇡f 0tij + ⇡ tij = 0 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦0 (4.20)
⇡dtj   ⇡dti + ⇡f+ptij   ⇡f ptij + ⇡ +ptij   ⇡  ptij = 0 8 t 2  , 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 P (4.21)
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(4.22)
⇡stk   ⇡st+1,k + ⇡l¯k  0 8 t > 1 2  , 8 k 2   (4.23)
⇡sTk   ⇡s2k + ⇡l¯k  0 8 t = 1, k 2   (4.24)
  ⇡dtk   ⇡stk = 0 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.25)
⇡dtk + ⇡gtk  0 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.26)
⇡xk   ⇡l¯tk  bk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.27)
⇡dtk + ⇡rtk  ↵tk 8 t 2  , 8 k 2   (4.28)
⇡f+0tij
,⇡f 0tij
,⇡f+ptij
,⇡f ptij
,⇡ +ptij
,⇡  ptij
,⇡gtk ,⇡rtk ,⇡l¯tk ,⇡xtk  0 and ⇡dtk ,⇡ tij ,⇡stk unbounded (4.29)
As load curtailment is permitted at any bus, the dual subproblem remains bounded for any
feasible solution to the master problem. This means that we need only consider the optimality cut:
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(4.30)
The decomposed model is implemented using the Python library for IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6,
and lazy constraint callbacks are used to solve the subproblem and separate the cuts. By default
preprocessing is disabled, and the branch and cut is single threaded, although the LP solver may
take advantage of multi-threading when solving the subproblems.
4.3 Case study: Garver’s 6-bus network
We compare the performance of the monolithic and decomposed versions of the model using
Garver’s 6-bus test system. In this test system there are 6 buses, 15 rights of way, and matching
generation and demand of 760MW. Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 show the initial network topology and
optimal transmission expansion plan without considering ESS respectively. Four new circuits are
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installed on right of way 2 6, two new circuits on right of way 4 6, and one reinforcing circuit is
installed on right of way 3 5 at a total investment cost of US$200,000. The expanded transmission
network is capable of satisfying peak load of 760MWwithout load curtailment.
It is typical to consider only peak demand in the network for transmission expansion planning.
However, a key assumption in our model is that an installed ESS will store energy during periods
of low demand and export energy during periods of high demand. In the following case studies
we consider two different demand scenarios over a period of 24 hours with a 30 minute time step:
a short peak scenario and a long peak scenario. Each scenario is inspired by a real world demand
time series, and is presented in a simplified form to assist in replicating the results.
For each scenario, demand in the entire network over time is shown in Fig. 4.1. The short
peak scenario is characterized by low demand of 456MW over the first 6 hours, building steadily
over the next 10 hours to a peak of 760MW, before decreasing again to a period of low demand.
Over the 24 hour time period this scenario has mean demand of 557MW. The long peak scenario
is likewise characterized by low demand over the first 6 hours. Demand then steeply increases to
a peak of 760MW where it remains constant for the next 10 hours, before moderating at the same
rate observed in the short peak scenario to a period of low demand late in the day. Mean demand
over 24 hours is 605MW.
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FIGURE 4.1: Demand over time for short peak and long peak scenarios. The left
y-axis shows the scale factor used to re-scale maximum demand. The right y-axis
shows re-scaled total demand in Garver’s 6 bus test system.
We re-scale demand at all buses using a single scenario, but multiple scenarios may also be
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used if desired. For example, demand at bus 2 is re-scaled at each timestep to be a proportion of
the maximum demand of 240MW. Demand at bus 1, etc. could be similarly re-scaled, or a different
scenario applied.
We impose an upper bound of 500 MWh on the installation of ESS at all 6 buses. However,
this is not a requirement of the formulation and the modeler is free to determine which buses are
candidates for ESS installation, as well as the maximum capacity of any installed ESS.
The cost per MW of long term (~4 hours) energy storage, such as pumped hydro or flow bat-
teries, was estimated to be AUD$810,451 (US$842,058) in 2012 [12, p.43]. Costs of this magnitude
prohibit the installation of storage in the test systems presented in this chapter evenwhere the time
value of money is considered, and therefore coefficients of convenience are used to demonstrate
the viability of the solution method. However, it should be noted that rapid developments in ESS
technology are reducing the cost of storage and this may no longer be necessary in future.
In order to demonstrate the use of the model, the maximum storage cost coefficient that en-
sured storage was installed was found for each demand scenario. Results are given in Table 4.1.
TABLE 4.1: Maximum storage cost coefficients for Garver’s 6-bus network.
Scenario Storage Cost Total Cost Circuits Total Storage CPLEX Wall Time Benders Wall Time
(US$/MWh) (US$103) (MWh) (s) (s)
No storage - 200.00 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
0 1.72 -
Short peak 370 199.55 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
80 1.27 1.29
Short peak 70 175.59 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
80 1.25 1.32
Long peak 70 198.91 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
413 1.46 1.52
For the short peak scenario 80 MWh of storage is installed at bus 2 at a cost of $370/MWh or
below. This allows one circuit on right of way 2-6 to be omitted from the expansion plan which
results in a modest improvement in the objective function value. The long peak scenario requires
an additional 333 MWh of storage at a maximum cost of $70/MWh. The total cost savings under
this scenario are similarly modest. The optimal expansion plan for the short peak scenario with
storage priced at $70/MWh is given to enable direct comparison.
As the same set of new and reinforcing circuits are installed for each scenario, the viability
of deploying ESS as a means of transmission upgrade deferral is at least in part dependent on the
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nature of demand during the time period in which the storage is operated, but the most significant
factor is cost. The required expansion plan for the short peak scenario is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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FIGURE 4.2: Optimal expansion plan considering ESS for short peak scenario.
A total of 13 optimality cuts are added for the short peak scenario with a storage cost of
$70 /MWh while 12 optimality cuts are added for the long peak scenario. When the storage cost
is $370 /MWh 18 optimality cuts are required for the short peak scenario. Given the trivial nature
of the problems, the wall time for each scenario is only a couple of seconds.
This case study simply illustrates that the consideration of storage in the TEP produces differ-
ent solutions than TEP without storage. Furthermore the characteristics of the demand variability
has a significant impact on the solution cost.
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4.4 Case study: IEEE 25-bus network
The IEEE 25-bus test system extends the well known IEEE 24-bus reliability network. The system
has 25 buses, 36 rights of way, and total demand of 2750 MW. The tabulated data and a diagram
are given in [19]. Permitting a maximum of 4 new or reinforcing circuits on each right of way, the
optimal expansion plan without storage has a cost of US$107.7 million. One circuit is installed on
rights of way 1-2 and 7-13, two circuits are in installed on rights of way 12-14, 13-18 and 24-25,
three on rights of way 8-22 and 12-23, and four on right of way 13-20.
In this case study we use the same short peak and long peak scenarios used in Section 4.3,
and demand is similarly re-scaled at each bus. To demonstrate the use of the model this larger
problem we use an ESS cost coefficient of 1.0, which given the 30 minute time-step is equivalent
to $2000/MWh.
Themodel is solved using IBM ILOGCPLEX 12.6 on a cluster nodewith 4 processors and 16GB
of RAM. The performance of the Benders decomposition is compared to solving the monolithic
formulation with CPLEX configured to use a single thread (denoted CPLEX 1), and CPLEX con-
figured deterministic parallelism using up to 16 threads (denoted CPLEX 16). Numerical results
are given in Table 4.2.
TABLE 4.2: Results for IEEE 25-bus network.
(US$/MWh) (US$103) (MWh) (s) (s) (s)
No storage - 107706 1-2 (1)
7-13 (1)
8-22 (3)
12-14 (2)
12-23 (3)
13-18 (2)
13-20 (4)
24-25 (2)
0 - 3.54 -
Short peak 2000 32032 7-16 (1)
12-23 (2)
13-18 (3)
13-20 (4)
24-25 (2)
1598 42530 48042 5957
Long peak 2000 43812 5-25 (2)
7-16 (1)
8-22 (1)
12-23 (1)
13-18 (4)
13-20 (2)
2619 29254 41158 3620
For the short peak scenario a total of 12 new circuits on 5 rights of way are combined with
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1598 MWh of energy storage at a cost of US$32 million. The optimal expansion plan for the long
peak scenario costs US$43.8 million and requires that 11 new circuits on 6 rights of way be com-
bined with 2619 MWh of energy storage. In each case a significant cost saving is achieved because
the installation of expensive transmission lines is deferred due to the availability of comparatively
cheap storage.
Where storage is not considered the model need only solve a single, peak time period. With
the use of contemporary solvers and hardware the time required to determine the optimal solu-
tion of the monolithic formulation is only a few seconds. The introduction of discrete time into
the model adds a complicating temporal dimension as generation output, power flows, bus phase
angles, and storage levels must be calculated for each time interval. As a consequence, the wall
time increases significantly to 11.81 hours for the short peak scenario and 8.13 hours for the long
peak scenario when solved using a single thread, and 13.35 hours and 11.43 hours using up to 16
threads. The Benders decomposition compares favorably with the wall time reduced to 1.66 hours
and 1.01 hours for the short and long peak scenarios respectively. This significant reduction in
solve time comes at the cost of increased modeling complexity and therefore increased develop-
ment time.
Another interesting observation in this case study is that the shape of the demand curve not
only affects the amount of storage that needs to be installed, but also has a significant effect on the
line expansions used. All three scenarios have quite different circuit augmentation solutions.
4.5 Case study: 46-bus network
The 46-bus network represents the southern part of the Brazilian transmission network. This real-
world test system consists of 46 buses and 79 rights of way, and has total demand of 6880MW. The
tabulated data is available in [29]. We permit the installation of a maximum of 5 new or reinforcing
circuits. The investment cost of the optimal expansion plan without ESS is US$154.42 million. This
expansion plan installs one circuit rights of way 6-46, 19-25, 20-21, 28-30, and 31-32. Two circuits
are installed on rights of way 5-6, 25-25, 29-30, and 42-43, and three circuits are installed on 26-29.
As with the previous case studies, we consider the short and long peak demand scenarios,
and re-scale demand identically at each bus. The cost of ESS is specified at $2000/MWh, and the
model is solved using the same computing infrastructure used in Section 4.4. Results are given in
Table 4.3.
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TABLE 4.3: Results for 46-bus network. All durations are wall time.
Scenario Storage Cost Obj. Circuits Total Storage CPLEX 1 CPLEX 16 Benders
(US$/MWh) (US$103) (MWh) (s) (s) (s)
No storage - 154420 5-6 (2)
6-46 (1)
19-25 (1)
20-21 (1)
24-25 (2)
26-29 (3)
28-30 (1)
29-30 (2)
31-32 (1)
42-43 (2)
0 - 6.08 -
Short peak 2000 72355 5-6 (2)
6-46 (1)
20-21 (2)
20-23 (1)
42-43 (1)
4596 66873 63333 15855
Long peak 2000 100111 5-6 (2)
6-46 (1)
20-21 (2)
20-23 (1)
31-32 (1)
42-43 (2)
13-20 (3)
10859 143941 83526 118262
Despite the increase network size the TEP problem without storage remains easily solved ap-
proximately 6 seconds. When storage is considered solution time for the monolithic formulation
solved by CPLEX 1 increases to 18.58 hours and 39.98 hours for the short and long peak scenarios
respectively. For CPLEX 16 this decreases to 17.59 hours and 23.20 hours. Benders decomposition
reduces wall time to 4.40 hours for the short peak scenario. However, the technique fails to im-
prove upon the wall time for the long peak scenario compared to CPLEX 16, requiring 32.85 hours
to obtain the optimal solution.
4.6 Discussion
The optimal solutions presented in the case studies install a large amount of very cheap energy
storage in lieu of installing transmission infrastructure.
A generalized Benders decomposition approach shows some initial success in improving the
solution wall time of TEP problems with storage. However, under the long peak scenario on the
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Scenario Total solved Re-solved Min Max Mean Stdev LP Wall Total Wall
(s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)
Short 2,894 12 0.50 4,240.93 4.78 78.78 13,833 15,855
Long 12,769 4 0.51 2,517.96 5.53 24.27 56,766 118,261
TABLE 4.4: Comparison of LP subproblem wall time for the 46-bus test system.
46-bus test network the decomposition approach took 9.65 hours longer than solving the mono-
lithic formulation with a commercial solver with 16 threads available.
Descriptive statistics comparing the LP subproblem solution (wall) time of each scenario is
given in Table 4.4. The LP solution method is set to the Automatic setting, in which case the
CPLEX chooses which optimisation algorithm to use. A small number of subproblems return a
non-optimal solution status code. Experience dictates that cut separation is not necessarily reli-
able in this case, so the LP solution method is explicitly set to the dual simplex algorithm and the
problem re-solved to optimality.
The short peak scenario required 2894 subproblems to be solved with mean solution time of
4.78 seconds. There is one extreme outlier of 1.18 hours. In contrast, the long peak scenario re-
quired 12769 subproblems to be solved with a mean time of 5.53 seconds. There are a number of
extreme outliers, with a maximum solution time of 42 minutes. The difference in mean solution
times is not statistically significant at the 95% significance level.
The proportion of total wall time spent solving LP subproblems is 0.87 for the short peak sce-
nario. The bulk of the remaining time is consumed by the branch and cut. For the long peak, this
proportion is 0.48, which combined with the large number of subproblems solved suggests the
optimality cuts generated are quite shallow. That the Benders decomposition investigates 594964
nodes whereas 5779 nodes are investigated by CPLEX 16 seems to support this.
It is likely that the observed extreme outlier LP solution times are the result of degeneracy in
the LP subproblems.
It is perhaps counter-intuitive that with the exception of the long peak scenario for the 46-bus
network, the parallel branch and cut confers little or no advantage over the single threaded branch
and cut. A proportion of this might be explained by the additional synchronization required,
which often totals more than 10% of the total wall time. In the case of the long peak scenario,
the parallel branch and cut applies 100 flow cuts, 797 mixed integer rounding cuts, and 1 Gomory
fractional cut, whereas the sequential branch and cut applies only 27 flow cuts, 174 mixed integer
rounding cuts, and 1 Gomory fractional cut. Clearly there is something about the structure of this
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particular instance that makes it more amenable to parallelization. However, even for this instance
the efficiency of parallelization is rather poor given it is solved only 2 times faster with 16 times as
many cores. In Chapter 5 we develop a novel solution method to address this shortcoming.
4.7 Chapter summary
In this chapter we have shown how the computational demand of the TESP model can be reduced
using Benders decomposition.
The TESP model is significantly more complicated than the TEP as the time dimension has to
be explicitly considered. Indeed, as our results have shown, the time dynamics of demand have
a significant impact on the network design, unlike for standard TEP where only the peak load
matters. The model has been tested against the well known Garver’s 6-bus, IEEE 25-bus, and
Brazilian 46-bus test systems under two different demand scenarios.
Our results show that installation of ESS is an effectivemeans of transmission upgrade deferral,
however storage is unlikely to be installed where circuit installation is of comparatively low cost.
The amount of storage installed is found to be dependent on the demand scenario under which it
is operated.
The model is computationally demanding for modestly sized test networks, but its structure
makes it amenable to decomposition. Our Benders decomposition approach significantly reduces
solution time in most test cases. As the technique may potentially require a large number of
subproblems to be solved, the choice of LP solver can have a substantial impact on wall time.
Since the network design depends not just on the peak demand but also on the dynamics of
load over time, the current model is not yet robust to the stochastic variation in demand profiles
that an electricity network may experience. To deal with this, it will be necessary to consider
network designs that can satisfy multiple scenarios. Our proposed approach can be expected to
extend easily to such a multi-scenario extension as this simply requires multiple sub-problems to
be solved, possibly in parallel, to get a set of optimality cuts to be added to the master problem.
Such an approach is demonstrated in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
A hybrid benders decomposition and
bees algorithm matheuristic approach to
transmission expansion planning
considering energy storage
In this chapter we present a hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm that melds Benders decompo-
sition and a Bees Algorithm (BA) [50] inspired evolutionary approach. Using the transmission net-
work expansion and energy storage planning model (TESP) developed in previous chapters to test
the model, we show the Bee-Benders hybrid algorithm (BBHA) to be an effective hybrid algorithm
that exhibits equivalent performance to its component parts in the segments of the problem do-
main where those parts are strongest, and significantly improves upon the individual approaches
where neither component part has a pronounced advantage.
5.1 The Bee-Benders Hybrid Algorithm
Here we present a hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm that combines Benders decomposition
with an evolutionary approach inspired by the Bees Algorithm.
5.1.1 The Bees Algorithm
The Bees Algorithm (BA) is an evolutionary optimisation approach inspired by the foraging be-
haviour of honey bees [50]. In the most basic form, the algorithm comprises two phases: global
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search, and local search. Each solution in the solution space is represented by a flower. In the ini-
tialization phase, “scout” bees leave the hive and fly to a random flower. The fitness of the flower
is evaluated and the scout bees returns to the hive. During the local search phase, the scouts who
discover the ne elite and the nb best solutions recruit “worker” bees to explore their respective
flower patches. Recruited worker bees fly to a random flower within the flower patch and eval-
uate its fitness. The fittest flower from the elite and best flower patches are combined with the
fittest new sites discovered during the subsequent global search phase to produce a new pool of
elite and best solutions for further local exploration. Stopping conditions may include time, the
number of iteration, or a test for convergence.
The BA has been applied to numerous combinatorial optimisation problems such as the gener-
alized assignment problem [48] and machine scheduling [51], and as also shown value for applied
industrial applications such as crack detection of beam-type structures [46].
5.1.2 Benders decomposition
Benders decomposition is a technique that allows a large, intractable problem, such as the TESP
model described in Section 5.2, to be divided into more tractable component parts. The first is
a master problem containing the integer variables and any applicable continuous variables. The
second a subproblem containing continuous variables [26]. Themaster problem is solved to yield a
candidate solution which is used to fix the complicating variables that would otherwise be present
in the subproblem. The dual of the subproblem is used to produce a feasibility or optimality cut to
be added to the master, and the master problem is solved again. This iterative procedure continues
until it no further cuts are necessary.
Benders decomposition has been applied to numerous optimisation problems such as the fixed
charge network design problem [14], the unit commitment problem [41], and the scheduling of
crude oil in an oil refinery [55].
5.1.3 BBHA
The Bee-Benders hybrid algorithm (BBHA) is a hybrid of Benders decomposition and a local search
phase that is largely based on the Bees Algorithm. The algorithm operates on large MIP that has
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binary variables representing certain investment decisions, and an LP subproblem containing con-
tinuous variables and largely operational constraints. The particulars of the mathematical model
detailed in Section 5.2.
5.1.4 The BBHA in detail
The BBHA begins much like the BA, with bees randomly assigned a solution in the solution space.
Having evaluated the fitness of their “flower” by solving the LP subproblem, the ne elite and nb
best bees recruit workers to their neighbourhood. Simultaneously, a single Benders-scout begins
to solve the Benders decomposition. Benders cuts are separated for each LP solved by the Benders-
scout and worker bees. Importantly, these cuts are shared and available to all bees.
The worker bees explore the local neighbourhood by estimating the fitness of flowers using
a heuristic based on the set of known Benders cuts, and most promising solution is selected for
full evaluation of the LP. As with the BA, the fittest flower from both the elite and best flower
patches are combined with the incumbent solution of the Benders-scout to produce a new pool
of elite and best solutions for further local search. The algorithm iterates in this way until the
stopping condition is met, or the Benders-scout finds and proves the optimal solution. The BBHA
is discussed in greater detail below. A flowchart showing each major step in the algorithm is given
in Figure 5.1. For clarity, a breakout showing local search is given in Figure 5.2.
Initialization
The hive is initialized with a population of nre+ nrbworker bees, which are uniformly randomly
distributed over the solution space. The fitness of each solution visited by each bee is evaluated by
solving the LP subproblem. Each LP subproblem produces a Benders cut which is stored by the
hive. The fitness scores are ranked and the nb best “flower patches” are selected for neighbourhood
search. The evolutionary phase of the algorithm enters the main loop.
Simultaneously, a single scout bee commences solving the Benders decomposition using the
“single tree” master problem approach: Lazy constraint callbacks are used to solve the LP sub-
problem and separate the cuts. This means that the master problem need only be solved to opti-
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FIGURE 5.1: Flowchart of the BBHA. Refer to Figure 5.2 for the local search breakout.
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FIGURE 5.2: BBHA flowchart local search breakout.
The main loop
The main loop consists of two main phases: neighbourhood search and cut sharing.
Neighbourhood search
Upon returning to the hive, the bees who discovered the ne elite solutions each recruit nreworker
bees for neighbourhood search. Likewise, the bees who discovered the remaining nb   ne best
solutions each recruit nrb worker bees for neighbourhood search. The ns   nb bees who failed to
find a best solution rejoin the pool of workers.
Neighbourhood search at a given site is performed by each worker bee producing a pool of
candidate solutions using a Hamming distance function which randomly selects at most ngh bi-
nary variables to alter. Each right of way has p binary variables denoting the installation of a
equivalent line. This means that individually installing the 1st line is equivalent to installing the
2nd . . . pth line. Clearly it is undesirable for the Hamming distance function to randomly replace
the installation of one line on a right of way with another. For this reason the function operates on
groups of binary variables representing a single right of way using the following procedure:
1. Compute the sum of the group.
2. If the sum of the group is 0 and the group has not been previously altered, add 1 circuit,
otherwise do nothing.
3. If the sum of the group is n¯ and the group has not been previously altered, subtract 1 circuit,
otherwise do nothing.
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4. If the sum of the group is between 1 and n¯   1 and the group has not been previously al-
tered, randomly add or subtract 1 circuit, otherwise make an alteration in the direction of
the previous alteration i.e. if a circuit was added, add another.
The fitness of each candidate solution in the pool is estimated using the following heuristic:
1. The cost CostMaster of the master subproblem is calculated from the candidate solution. If
CostMaster exceeds the current incumbent fitness value evaluation stops.
2. The inequality Bz   r   v is solved for v
Where B is the matrix coefficients of the Benders cuts known to the hive; z is the solution
vector; r is the right hand side of the cut; and v is an estimate of the contribution to the
objective function of the LP subproblem.
3. The estimated fitness score of comprises CostMaster plus the maximum value in the vector v.
Each bee then solves the LP subproblem for the most promising heuristically determined so-
lution in their solution pool, and the generated Benders cuts are stored by the hive.
The fitness scores of the worker bees are combined with the incumbent solution of the Benders
scout and are ranked. The nb best solutions are selected for neighbourhood search during the next
iteration.
Cut sharing
At the conclusion of the neighbourhood search phase any Benders cuts produced by the Benders
scout are added to the hive’s pool of cuts. Any cuts produced by the worker bees are likewise
made available to the Benders scout, and may be added to the pool of cuts managed by CPLEX
during a subsequent execution of the lazy constraint callback.
Termination
The algorithmmay terminate in several ways: After nmax iterations, tmax seconds, or if the Benders
scout identifies and proves the optimal solution.
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5.2 Mathematical model
The objective of the complete TESP model is to minimize the investment cost of expanding the
transmission network while simultaneously minimizing a penalty for load curtailment at nodes
with net demand. A discrete number of new or reinforcing circuits may be installed on each right
of way, and the location and size of any ESS are determined.
Cyclic discrete time is used to model the period of operation, and therefore the state of any
installed ESS in the last time interval must be identical to the state in the initial time interval. Gen-
eration is re-dispatchable and demand may vary between time intervals. Despite the introduction
of time to the model, the planning is static, and only a single final expansion plan is produced.
The model determines the network expansion plan, and operational characteristics such as the
amount of energy stored in the ESS, the network flows, and the phase angles at each bus for each
time intervals. As with other variants of the disjunctive TEP, power flows are modeled using a DC
approximation [36, p.36].
The mathematical model is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. As such, we omit further exposi-
tion of the model here.
5.3 Numerical results
In each of the numerical experiments described in this section the model is implemented in Python
3.4.3 and, where appropriate, makes use of the Python library for IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6.3. Paral-
lelization is achieved usingmultiple processes, not threading. The Benders decomposition, includ-
ing the scout bee, is implemented with a “single tree” master using lazy constraint callbacks. Pre-
processing is disabled by default, and while the LP solver may take advantage of multi-threading,
the branch and cut is single threaded.
5.3.1 Parameter tuning
There are a number of parameters to the BBHA algorithm which may be tuned to find a set of
default values that empirically demonstrate good performance. The tuneable parameters are given
in Table 5.1.
The IEEE-25 bus test system is used to benchmark combinations of parameters presumed likely
to performwell. A schematic and tabulated data are available in [19]. The system has 25 buses and
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TABLE 5.1: Parameters for the BBHA.
Name Description Default value
ni number of initial bees 8
ne number of elite sites 1
nb number of best sites 2
nre recruited bees for elite sites 10
nrb recruited bees for remaining best sites 5
ngh maximum size of neighbourhood for local
search
8
36 rights of way with a total demand of 2750 MW. Without storage, and permitting a maximum
of 4 new or reinforcing circuits on each right of way, the cost of the optimal expansion plan is
US$107.7 million.
While it would be preferable to incorporate real world storage costs into themodel, the cost per
MW of long term energy storage technology is currently high enough to prevent the installation
of any storage in the test systems discussed in this chapter. Therefore, an arbitrary cost coefficient
of US$2000MW/h is used for each network to ensure storage is installed.
Under the long peak scenario shown in Figure 5.5 the cost of the optimal expansion plan is
US$43.8 million. This result is the benchmark objective for the parameter tuning.
In this tuning exercise, 34 sets of parameters are compared over the first 1800 seconds (30
minutes) of the optimisation. The results are given in Table 5.2. We use a composite trapezoidal
rule to integrate along the time axis and then rescale against the worst (largest) integral (scaled
trapz). The parameter sets are ranked then ranked. The best result is that with lowest value. Only
5 sets of parameters ([ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 30, nb: 10], [ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 30, nb: 15], [ne: 2, nb: 3,
nre: 20, nb: 10], [ne: 3, nb: 4, nre: 10, nb: 5], and [ne: 3, nb: 4, nre: 20, nb: 15]) find the optimal
solution within the 30 minute window. The timeseries of the incumbent value of the best of these
parameter sets is plotted with the best and worst parameter sets in Figure 5.3.
In general, parameters sets with a relatively modest number of worker bees and associated
high number of iterations appear to do well. An exception is the parameter set (ne: 1, nb: 4,
nre: 20, nb: 15) which requires only 39 iterations to match the best sub-optimal objective function
value. This is explained by the proximity of the 3 elite flower patches, and subsequent thorough
exploration of combined neighbourhood. Other similar parameter sets that match this objective
function value by the end of the optimisation do not converge as quickly, as evidenced by their
large scaled trapz scores.
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Scenario ne nb nre nrb Objective iterations Scaled Trapz
(US$103)
Long peak 2 3 10 5 44,703 93 0.26
Long peak 1 4 10 5 44,703 92 0.30
Long peak 1 2 30 10 43,812 56 0.32
Long peak 1 4 20 15 44,703 39 0.37
Long peak 1 2 10 5 44,703 133 0.40
Long peak 1 3 30 25 44,703 32 0.41
Long peak 1 2 20 15 55,282 67 0.41
Long peak 1 2 30 15 43,812 50 0.44
Long peak 1 3 20 10 44,703 57 0.45
Long peak 3 4 20 10 45,378 36 0.46
Long peak 1 3 30 20 44,703 36 0.47
Long peak 1 3 10 5 45,378 88 0.50
Long peak 2 3 20 5 44,479 48 0.50
Long peak 2 3 20 10 43,812 52 0.50
Long peak 3 4 20 5 46,364 30 0.54
Long peak 3 4 30 10 56,454 22 0.56
Long peak 1 3 20 15 55,088 53 0.58
Long peak 1 2 20 10 55,088 63 0.58
Long peak 2 3 30 20 44,708 30 0.60
Long peak 1 3 30 15 44,479 44 0.60
Long peak 3 4 30 20 51,489 24 0.62
Long peak 3 4 10 5 43,812 69 0.62
Long peak 1 2 30 20 44,703 50 0.62
Long peak 2 3 30 15 44,703 32 0.63
Long peak 3 4 30 15 55,120 24 0.64
Long peak 1 4 30 10 48,880 40 0.64
Long peak 1 4 30 15 51,784 35 0.65
Long peak 3 4 20 15 43,812 30 0.66
Long peak 1 3 30 10 46,045 47 0.66
Long peak 2 3 30 10 55,282 35 0.68
Long peak 2 3 20 15 60,263 34 0.69
Long peak 1 4 30 25 50,092 22 0.76
Long peak 1 4 20 10 45,414 38 0.77
Long peak 1 4 30 20 52,760 20 1.00
TABLE 5.2: Tuning results for IEEE 25-bus test system. Note: We use a composite
trapezoidal rule to integrate along the time axis and then rescale (Scaled Trapz).
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FIGURE 5.3: Best and worst parameter sets for IEEE 25-bus network and long peak
scenario
The Benders scout ensures that the BBHA is guaranteed to find the exact optimal solution to the
problem given sufficient time to run to completion. Of course this may take a significant amount
of time. The objective of the BBHA is to discover high quality solutions quickly, and as such we
favour parameter sets which rapidly converge to such solutions in the case studies that follow. We
explore the performance of three sets of parameters:
[ne: 2, nb: 3, nre: 10, nrb: 5]: the parameter set with the smallest scaled trapz measure.
[ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 30, nrb: 10]: the parameter set that converges to the optimal solution the
fastest using the scaled trapz measure.
[ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5]: the parameter set with the largest number of iterations.
The final parameter to consider is the size of the neighbourhood for local search ngh, described
in Subsection 5.1.4. A histogram showing the distribution of the hamming distance over the range
1-10 required to produce the best improved solution of nearly 14000 bees is shown in Figure 5.4. A
value of 2 accounts for the largest number of improved solutions. This is perhaps unsurprising as it
reflects the somewhat routine circuit swap in which one circuit is deselected and another selected.
Given that the long tail of larger hamming distances typically resulted in improved solutions only
at the beginning of the optimisation the value of nghwas reduced to 8 for the case studies.
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FIGURE 5.4: Histogram showing the hamming distance to best improved solution.
5.3.2 Case study: 46-bus network
Representing the southern part of the Brazilian transmission network, the 46-bus test system com-
prises 46 buses and 79 rights of way. Total demand in the network is 6880MW. Tabulated data
were originally provided in [29] and are reproduced in Appendix A.3. The investment cost of the
optimal expansion plan without ESS is US$154.42 million.
In this case study we allow the installation of a maximum of 5 new or reinforcing circuits on
each right of way. Storage may be installed at any bus at an arbitrary cost of US$2000MW/h.
As the amount of storage installed depends upon the demand scenario under which it is oper-
ated, four demand scenarios are considered. The short peak and long peak scenarios are described
in [42], and the Smart Grid, Smart City (SGSC) residential winter and summer scenarios are generic
load profiles taken from [6]. Each scenario describes a 24 hour period with a 30 minute time step,
and is shown in Figure 5.5.
Each scenario is optimisedN = 5 times for both the BBHA and Bees algorithm, and once using
Benders decompositionwhich as a deterministic method exhibits little variance. Each optimisation
is limited to 4 hours. Tabulated results are given in Table 5.3.
The parameter set [ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5] typically matches or exceeds the mean per-
formance of the other parameter sets under investigation for the BBHA, whereas the parameter
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FIGURE 5.5: Load profiles used for each case study. (24 hours at a 30minute interval).
set [ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 30, nrb: 10] exhibits better performance for the BA. The BBHA finds the
optimal solution for the short peak and SGSC summer and SGSC winter demand scenarios, and
the Benders scout is able to prove optimality. This is also true of the Benders decomposition run.
The range of incumbent solution values over time are shown in Figures 5.7, 5.8 & 5.9 for the short
peak, SGSC summer and SGSC winter scenarios respectively.
For the long peak scenario the best BBHA runs find the optimal solution, but optimality is
not proven. However, it is possible to use the pool of generated cuts to prove a lower bound if
necessary. A plot of the range of incumbent solution values over the duration of the optimisation
is given in Figure 5.6.
5.3.3 Case study: 93-bus network
The Colombian 93-bus network is a medium complexity transmission network with 93 buses and
155 possible rights-of-way. The planning horizon includes 3 discrete stagesmaking this test system
useful for testing multi-stage optimisation techniques [21]. In this case study will consider only
the total demand of 14559 MW in the final stage of the planning horizon.
A maximum of 4 new or reinforcing circuits is permitted to be installed on each right of way.
As with the previous case storage may be install at any bus at an arbitrary cost of US$2000MW/h.
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Network Scenario Params BBHA worst BBHA mean BBHA best Bee worst Bee mean Bee best Benders
(US$103) (US$103) (US$103) (US$103) (US$103) (US$103) (US$103)
46-bus Long peak 1 2 10 5 121,394.82 107,205.36 100,110.63 216,458.67 170,644.48 144,749.27 111,840.23
46-bus Long peak 1 2 30 10 127,617.19 111,251.96 100,110.63 142,615.21 128,806.83 115,754.15 111,840.23
46-bus Long peak 2 3 10 5 119,453.01 113,597.68 110,321.02 241,328.47 201,617.23 180,162.04 111,840.23
46-bus Short peak 1 2 10 5 72,355.41 72,355.41 72,355.41 138,245.85 113,529.47 98,384.70 72,355.41
46-bus Short peak 1 2 30 10 72,355.41 72,355.41 72,355.41 116,960.58 108,905.22 102,433.18 72,355.41
46-bus Short peak 2 3 10 5 72,355.41 72,355.41 72,355.41 165,592.33 145,689.30 125,070.37 72,355.41
46-bus SGSC summer 1 2 10 5 46,434.71 46,434.71 46,434.71 72,356.25 65,746.02 52,702.91 46,434.71
46-bus SGSC summer 1 2 30 10 46,434.71 46,434.71 46,434.71 59,616.67 55,531.41 48,323.52 46,434.71
46-bus SGSC summer 2 3 10 5 46,434.71 46,434.71 46,434.71 108,743.60 93,496.44 78,362.36 46,434.71
46-bus SGSC winter 1 2 10 5 59,952.72 59,952.72 59,952.72 94,794.21 94,447.67 93,841.26 59,952.72
46-bus SGSC winter 1 2 30 10 59,952.72 59,952.72 59,952.72 85,922.72 77,248.63 68,314.38 59,952.72
46-bus SGSC winter 2 3 10 5 59,952.72 59,952.72 59,952.72 118,503.15 101,681.93 83,985.08 59,952.72
93-bus Long peak 1 2 10 5 1,834.13 1,743.23 1,581.22 1,977.77 1,705.92 1,429.31 9,537.89
93-bus Long peak 1 2 30 10 2,434.92 2,120.86 1,891.62 1,927.81 1,723.29 1,550.24 9,537.89
93-bus Long peak 2 3 10 5 2,391.34 2,258.85 2,137.23 1,882.27 1,832.58 1,740.81 9,537.89
93-bus Short peak 1 2 10 5 1,110.53 758.89 579.23 1,561.26 1,526.77 1,490.24 2,181.05
93-bus Short peak 1 2 30 10 960.64 835.98 704.98 1,707.68 1,539.22 1,286.71 2,181.05
93-bus Short peak 2 3 10 5 1,425.75 1,066.31 829.03 1,792.89 1,674.09 1,582.94 2,181.05
93-bus SGSC summer 1 2 10 5 1,076.99 928.03 848.93 1,519.32 1,403.26 1,266.19 2,592.20
93-bus SGSC summer 1 2 30 10 1,189.71 1,039.27 828.64 1,524.21 1,421.82 1,305.48 2,592.20
93-bus SGSC summer 2 3 10 5 1,093.63 1,078.31 1,059.19 1,733.61 1,639.30 1,530.99 2,592.20
93-bus SGSC winter 1 2 10 5 1,444.57 1,097.66 897.01 1,507.05 1,456.26 1,360.55 1,077.04
93-bus SGSC winter 1 2 30 10 904.47 812.52 738.34 1,636.75 1,558.55 1,474.41 1,077.04
93-bus SGSC winter 2 3 10 5 1,501.19 1,302.51 1,143.90 1,853.96 1,764.57 1,704.73 1,077.04
TABLE 5.3: Tabulated results for the 93-bus test system.
Network expansion plans are optimised for the long peak, short peak, SGSC summer, and SGSC
winter scenarios over a 4 hour period. Tabulated results are included Table 5.3.
For this test system the parameter set [ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5] exhibits consistently good
performance for both the BBHA and BA. The BA achieves a lower mean for the long peak scenario.
The Benders decomposition tends to lag behind both evolutionary approaches for all scenarios
except the SGSC winter demand profile, show in Figures 5.14 & 5.15.
5.3.4 Discussion
The BBHA exhibits the essential characteristics of a hybrid optimisation method. Where the prob-
lem is readily solved by one of the component optimisation methods the BBHA performs compa-
rably at minimum. Where each component optimisation method performs similarly on a given
problem, the hybrid approach exceeds this individual performance. In short, the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts.
Figure 5.7 shows the 46-bus test system with the short peak demand scenario, a problem
known to amenable to Benders decomposition. The BBHA performs comparably to the Benders
decomposition, and in most runs discovers the optimal solution earlier. This can be observed by
the incremental improvements to the incumbent value over the first 1000 seconds. Both methods
are able to prove optimality within the timelimit, however in this case the BBHA takes longer. For
the SGSC summer and SGSCwinter scenarios shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 respectively, the BBHA
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FIGURE 5.6: 46-bus Long Peak scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
FIGURE 5.7: 46-bus Short Peak scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
not only discovers the optimal solution heuristically well in advance of the Benders decomposi-
tion, but is also able to prove optimality prior.
In the case of the 46-bus test system and long peak scenario shown in Figure 5.6, the best BBHA
run discovers the optimal solution but is not able to prove it optimal within the time limit. The
mean solution is slightly better than the incumbent of the Benders decomposition, however the
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FIGURE 5.8: 46-bus SGSC Summer scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
FIGURE 5.9: 46-bus SGSC Winter scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
worst BBHA solution is 109% of the Benders decomposition incumbent.
Where the problem favours an evolutionary approach, such as for the 93-bus problem under
the long peak scenario shown in Figure 5.10, there is little discrepency between the ranges of the
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FIGURE 5.10: 93-bus Long Peak scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
FIGURE 5.11: 93-bus Short Peak scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
BBHA and the BA although the BA has better mean performance. Note: The Benders decomposi-
tion incumbent value does not fall within the plotted range.
Like any other hybrid approach the BBHA is a compromise. A straight Benders decomposition
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FIGURE 5.12: 93-bus Short Peak scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 30, nrb: 10
FIGURE 5.13: 93-bus SGSC Summer scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
implementation running on the same computing infrastructure will evaluate more of the search
tree than the BBHA scout. Likewise, without the continuously running scout or the trade off
between producing Benders cuts and local search the BA approach can dedicate more cores to
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FIGURE 5.14: 93-bus SGSC Winter scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
FIGURE 5.15: 93-bus SGSC Winter scenario ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 30, nrb: 10
evaluating candidate solutions.
However, empirically we have found the benefits of cut sharing largely negate any compro-
mise. In the first instance, the cuts generated by the Benders scout improve the heuristic estimate
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of the fitness of the candidate solutions in the worker bee solution pool. Likewise, the cuts gen-
erated in parallel by the elite worker bees are typically in the neighbourhood of the incumbent
solution they prove useful to the scout bee. Perhaps the clearest example of this is shown in Fig-
ure 5.9. Here, by sharing cuts between workers and Benders scout, the BBHA is able to prove the
optimal solution faster than that Benders decomposition, even though the Benders decomposition
has a resource advantage on the compute infrastructure. The effect is also evident to a lesser extent
in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.11 shows the random effects of local search with few worker bees, and the respon-
siveness of the BBHA to “good” Benders cuts. These runs display a very large range of incumbent
values because the worst of the runs was unable to fully exploit the cut sharing. We observe sim-
ilar random effect in Figure 5.13. Here the BBHA shows sensitivity to the parameters, and by
increasing the worker bees available for local search (parameter set: [ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 30, nre:
10]) more of the search space is evaluated each iteration and we observe less variance and broadly
better. Results across the 5 sample runs shown in Figure 5.12.
Increasing the number of worker bees also significantly improves the optimisation of the 93-
bus test system under the SGSC winter demand scenario shown in Figures 5.14 (fewer worker
bees) and 5.15 (more worker bees). In this case the entire range of BBHA objective values improve
upon that of the Benders decomposition by the end of the optimisation.
As noted in Section 5.3.3, although the BBHA is a hybrid matheuristic optimisation technique,
the use of Benders decomposition in the scout bee ensures that the solution can be proven optimal
if the algorithm is allowed to run for sufficient time. If not allowed to run until completion, the
library of cuts may be used to produce a valid lower bound.
5.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we introduced a hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm that combined Benders
decomposition and a Bees algorithm inspired evolutionary approach. It is our understanding that
this is the first such matheuristic based on Benders decomposition and the Bees algorithm.
The BBHA approach was demonstrated using a transmission network expansion and energy
storage planning model that is known to become more tractable when decomposed into invest-
ment and operational subproblems.
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The approach as been shown to combine the best performance of its component parts in the
segments of the problem domain where those parts excel, and to improve upon the individual
approaches where neither shows a substantial advantage.
As the BBHA is general in nature and does not require any special problem structure beyond
decomposition, the approach may be applied to any general decomposable mixed integer pro-
gramming problem.
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Chapter 6
A multi load profile extension to the
Bee-Benders Hybrid Algorithm for
transmission expansion planning
considering energy storage
In this chapter we present a multi load profile extension to the Bee-Benders hybrid algorithm
(BBHA) developed in Chapter 5. The BBHA is a hybrid exact/meta-heuristic optimisation algo-
rithm that combines Benders decomposition and an evolutionary approach inspired by the Bees
Algorithm. Empirically, the BBHA performs equivalently to its component parts in those parts of
the problem domain where those methods excel, and improves significantly upon the individual
component approaches in those parts of the problem domain where those methods do not exhibit
any particular strength.
The multi load profile Bee-Benders hybrid algorithm (MLPBBHA) is a probability weighted,
multi load profile variant of the BBHA that facilitates transmission network expansion planning
where operating scenarios comprise many load profiles that must be considered simultaneously.
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6.1 Extending The Bee-Benders hybrid algorithm to the multiple load
profile case
In this section we present the changes to the mathematical model and BBHA algorithm required
to extend it to operating scenarios comprising many load profiles. The extensions to the mathe-
matical model are relatively minor. As each load profile requires a separate LP subproblem to be
solved, cuts must be separated for each subproblem and added to the master problem. This occurs
in a fashion similar to [34]. The changes to BBHA itself are more substantial, and are discussed in
the forthcoming subsections.
6.1.1 The mathematical model
Here we discuss the extensions to the mathematical model required to implement the MLPBBHA.
The master problem
The following additional notation will be used throughout this subsection:
Sets
⌥ the set of subproblems;
Parameters
aq proportion of total contribution of the qth subproblem to objective function;
Decision variables
vq estimate of the contribution of the qth subproblem to the objective function of the master problem
The objective of the master problem is to minimize the function
z =
X
(i,j)
cijy
p
ij +
X
q2⌥
aqvq (6.1)
where cij is cost of installing a line on right of way ij and ypij is a binary variable denoting
the installation of the pth candidate line on ij. The estimated objective function value of the qth
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subproblem is given by vq. The proportional contribution of this estimate to the master objective
function value is given by aq.
The following constraints are necessary to the master problem:
Symmetry breaking constraints
ypij   yp+1ij 8 (i, j) 2 ⌦c, 8 p 2 {1 . . . n¯ij   1} (6.2)
The lexicographical constraint (6.2) eliminates the symmetry of the binary decision variables
by mandating the order of installation of parallel circuits be arbitrary.
Other
vq   0 8 q 2 ⌥ (6.3)
The subproblem
The subproblem remains unchanged from that presented in Subsection 4.2.2 and as such requires
no further exposition here. However, it is important to note that unlike the Benders decomposi-
tion approach presented in Chapter 4 and the BBHA method presented in Chapter 5, where an
operating scenario comprises a single load profile and therefore a single subproblem, the operat-
ing scenarios considered applicable to the MLPBBHA may comprise many load profiles, each of
which requires an additional subproblem to be solved at each iteration. For example, the “sea-
sonal” operating scenario featured in Subsection 6.2.2 requires four subproblems to be solved, one
each for the summer, autumn, winter, spring load profiles.
Optimality cut
As before, load curtailment is permitted at any bus during any time interval so long as it does not
exceed demand at that bus during the same time interval. Therefore, the dual of the subproblem
remains bounded for any feasible solution to the master problem. Accordingly, we need only
consider the following optimality cut for each LP subproblem q 2 ⌥:
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(6.4)
Where ⇡dtk are the dual variables be associated with constraint (4.6), ⇡ tij with constraint (4.8),
⇡ +ptij
and ⇡  ptij with constraint (4.9), ⇡f+0tij and ⇡f 0tij with (4.10), and ⇡f+ptij and ⇡f ptij with (4.11).
The dual variables ⇡stk are similarly associated with constraints(4.12) and (4.13), and ⇡l¯k with
(4.14). Finally, the dual variables ⇡gtk , ⇡rtk , and ⇡xk are associated with the bounds (4.15 - 4.17)
respectively.
6.1.2 The MLPBBHA in detail
The MLPBBHA begins similarly to the BBHA. Using the “single tree” master problem approach, a
single scout bee commences solving the Benders decomposition. Upon discovery of a new integer
solution, a lazy constraint callback solves in parallel a subproblem for each load profile in the
operating scenario being investigated. In our implementation, parallelisation is achieved using
multi-processing, with a separate instance of CPLEX for each LP subproblem. Benders cuts are
separated for each subproblemwhereupon they are added to the master and shared with the hive.
Meanwhile, worker bees are randomly assigned to a “flower” in the solution space which is
evaluated for fitness by solving in parallel an LP subproblem for each load profile included in the
operating scenario. As before, the ne elite and nb best bees recruit worker bees to explore to the
neighbourhood of their flower.
The local neighbourhood is explored by the workers using an heuristic based on the shared
pool of known Benders cuts to evaluate the fitness of each candidate solution. The most promising
candidate solution is selected for full evaluation, at which point an LP subproblem is solved for
each constituent load profile of the operating scenario. The Benders cuts, if generated, are added
to the global pool of cuts in the hive. The best solution from the elite and best flower patches, and
the incumbent solution of the Benders-scout are combined to produce a new pool of the ne elite
and nb best solutions. The algorithm continues to iterate until either a stopping condition is met,
for example, a fixed number of iterations, or until the Benders-scout proves the optimality of it’s
incumbent solution.
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Initialisation
The hive is initialized as described in Subsection 5.1.4 with the following exception:
1. If the operating scenario for the network planning comprises two or more load profiles, the
fitness of each solution visited by a worker bee must be evaluated by solving a set of LP
subproblems – one for each load profile.
The main loop
As with the BBHA, the main loop consists of two phases: neighbourhood search and cut sharing.
Neighbourhood search
Neighbourhood search functions in the same way as is described in Subsection 5.1.4, however as
any given operating scenario might be composed of multiple load profiles, the heuristic used to
estimate the fitness of each candidate solution in the pool is slightly different. The MLPBBHA
heuristic works as follows:
1. The cost CostMaster of the master subproblem is calculated from the candidate solution. If
CostMaster exceeds the current incumbent fitness value evaluation stops.
2. For each q 2 ⌥, the inequality Bqz   rq   vq is solved for vq
Where Bq is the matrix coefficients of the set of Benders cuts in the pertaining to subproblem
q in the hive cut pool; z is the solution vector; rq is the right hand side of the cut; and vq is a
vector of estimates of the contribution to the objective function of subproblem q.
3. The estimated fitness score is computed as CostMaster +
P
q2⌥
aqmax(vq)
Given the relative complexity of the MLPBBHA heuristic compared to the BBHA, the neigh-
bourhood search phase terminates after 100 iterations.
Cut sharing
Any Benders cuts produced by the Benders scout are added to the hive’s pool of cuts at the conclu-
sion of the neighbourhood search phase. To improve the speed of the heuristic fitness evaluation
the cut pool is organized by subproblem. Cuts produced by the worker bees are likewise made
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available to the Benders-scout which adds them to the pool of cuts in the single-tree master prob-
lem. As this pool is managed internally by CPLEX, it is not necessary to manage any redundant
cuts.
Termination
Aswas the case previously, the MLPBBHAmay terminate in one of the following ways: After tmax
seconds, after nmax iterations, or if the Benders scout proves the optimal solution.
6.2 Numerical results
As with the numerical experiments described in Chapter 5.3 each of the models in the following
case studies is implemented in Python 3.4.3 and uses the Python library for IBM ILOG CPLEX
12.6.3. Parallelisation is again process and not thread based. The Benders decomposition, includ-
ing the scout bee, is again implemented using lazy constraint callbacks with a “single tree” master.
Preprocessing is disabled, and the branch and cut is single threaded, however, the LP solver may
take advantage of multi-threading.
6.2.1 Demand scenarios
As has been shown in the previous chapters, the amount of storage installed depends upon the
demand scenario under which it is operated. In the following case studies we use the 2015 net sys-
tem load profile (NSLP) of the distribution network owned by for the distribution network owned
by Jemena Electricity Networks (Vic) Ltd. [2]. The distribution network covers over 950 square
kilometers, is 6,160 kilometers long, and serves over 319,000 homes and businesses in greater
north-west Melbourne, Australia.
Using the NSLP we have produced mean monthly load profiles, and mean seasonal load pro-
files. The re-scaledmean seasonal load profiles are shown in Figure 6.1. Each load profile describes
a 24 hour period with a 30 minute time step. To increase the legibility, monthly load profiles are
shown by season. In the southern hemisphere summer comprises the months December, January,
and February and is shown in Figure 6.2. Autumn comprises the months March through May and
is and is shown in Figure 6.3. It follows that winter comprises themonths of June, July, andAugust,
and spring comprises September, October, and November. These are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5
respectively.
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FIGURE 6.1: Seasonal load profiles (24 hours at a 30 minute intervals).
FIGURE 6.2: Summer load profiles by month (24 hours at a 30 minute intervals).
With the exception of Spring, themonths of each season do not appear to exhibit a large amount
of intra-seasonal variance. However, both December and March do appear to be somewhat influ-
ential of their respective seasonal mean loads.
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FIGURE 6.3: Autumn load profiles by month (24 hours at a 30 minute intervals).
FIGURE 6.4: Winter load profiles by month (24 hours at a 30 minute intervals).
In order to further stimulate the installation of storage we introduce another more synthetic
load profile, the “Summer Exception”. This load profile, shown in Figure 6.6, follows the curve of
the Summer load profile, until around 11:00 whereupon an unusually high load is encountered.
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FIGURE 6.5: Spring load profiles by month (24 hours at a 30 minute intervals).
This higher than normal period of load persists until approximately 19:00. The peak load exceeds
the peak load defined by the test system by about 10%, and therefore must either result in one or
more new circuits, load curtailment, or the installation of ESS.
FIGURE 6.6: Summer exception load profile (24 hours at a 30 minute intervals).
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Although we have chosen to utilise a 24 hour time period with a 30 minute time interval as
representative of a whole month, or entire season, this is not required by the model but rather
reflects the availability of compute time. It would be possible to apply the method to a higher
resolution load profile, for example, 30 days at a 15 minute time step.
6.2.2 Case Study: Garver’s 6-bus Test System
We test the approach using Garver’s now familiar 6-bus test system. The system has 6 buses and
15 rights of way, and peak generation matching demand at 760MW. The initial topology is shown
in Figure 3.1. It is standard to permit a maximum of 2 new or reinforcing circuits on each right
of way except right of way 2 6, where the limit is 4 new circuits [54]. The optimal expanded
transmission network without any consideration of ESS is shown in Figure 3.2. Here, at a total
investment cost of US$200,000, 1 reinforcing circuit is installed on right of way 3 5, 2 new circuits
are installed on right of way 4 6, and 4 new circuits are installed on right of way 2 6. There is no
load curtailment in this solution.
We compare a number of operating scenarios using the load profiles discussed in Subsec-
tion 6.2.1.
First, using the storage cost of US$200/MWh discussed in Chapter 3, we produce baseline
solutions for each of the seasonal load profiles. The results are presented in Table 6.1. With the
exception of winter, the optimal investment plan for each season is identical to the optimal in-
vestment plan outlined above, with a total investment cost of US$200,000. The winter load profile
differs significantly, as 1 new circuit on right of way 4 6 and 69.69MWh of ESS is installed at bus 2.
The total investment cost is US$183,938.
Four more operating scenarios are presented: a seasonal scenario composed of the summer,
autumn, winter, and spring load profiles equally weighted in the objective function of the master
problem; a monthly scenario representing a year in which which each month’s load profile is
equally weighted, that is to say with a weight of 1/12; the “summer exception” load profile; and
finally, a seasonal scenario including the summer exception. For this last scenario it is assumed
that the exception might occur in one day of the 3 months of summer with equal probability, thus
the load profiles are weighted as follows. Summer: 29/30 ⇤ 0.25; summer exception: 1/30 ⇤ 0.25;
autumn, winter, and spring: 0.25 each.
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Scenario Total Cost Circuits Total Storage Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6
(US$/MWh) (MWh) (MWh) (MWh) (MWh) (MWh) (MWh) (MWh)
Summer 200.00 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
0 - - - - - -
Autumn 200.00 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
0 - - - - - -
Winter 183.94 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
69.69 - 69.69 - - - -
Spring 200.00 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
0 - - - - - -
Seasonal 198.10 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
140.48 - 140.48 - - - -
Monthly 191.10 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
105.41 - 105.41 - - - -
Summer Exception 201.82 2-6 (4)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
9.08 3.27 2.05 0.36 1.34 0.19 1.89
Seasonal w/Summer Ex 198.89 2-6 (3)
3-5 (1)
4-6 (2)
144.45 22.30 100.74 9.44 1.35 - 10.61
TABLE 6.1: Tabulated results for Garver’s 6-bus test system.
The seasonal scenario requires 1 reinforcing circuit to installed on right of way 3 5, 2 new
circuits to be installed on right of way 4 6, 3 new circuits to be installed on right of way 2 6, and
a total of 140.48 MWh of ESS to be installed. As for the winter load profile, this storage is installed
exclusively at bus 2. The final investment cost is US$198,096. The monthly scenario results in an
identical circuit expansion, however in this case only 105.41MWh of storage is installed at bus 2 for
a total investment cost of US$191,082. The “summer exception” load profile installs all of the new
and reinforcing circuits installed by the summer, autumn, and spring load profiles, plus 9.08 MHh
of energy storage distributed across all 6 buses. The required investment is US$201,817. Finally, the
season scenario with summer exception installs the same circuits as the seasonal scenario alone,
however an additional 3.97 MWh of ESS is required, for a total investment of US$198,891. The
144.45 MWh of storage is distributed across all buses except bus 5, where none is installed.
6.2.3 Case study: 46-bus network
In this case study we compare the performance of the MLPBBHA to a parallel implementation of
the Benders decomposition using the 46-bus test system. The test system represents the southern
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Network Scenario Params BBHA worst BBHA mean BBHA best Benders
(US$103) (US$103) (US$103) (US$103)
46-bus Seasonal 1 2 10 5 142,965.71 126,013.93 112,862.60 125,593.32
46-bus Yearly 1 2 10 5 134,071.39 129,477.41 122,592.06 138,133.46
TABLE 6.2: 46-bus Seasonal and Monthly Results
part of the Brazilian transmission network, and comprises 46 buses and 79 rights of way. Ap-
pendix A.3 gives the tabulated data for this network.
For the purposes of the experiment, we permit the installation of a maximum of 5 new or
reinforcing circuits on each right of way. Storage may again be installed at any bus at an arbitrary
cost of US$2000MW/h. Total demand in the network is 6880MW, and the investment cost of the
optimal transmission expansion plan without ESS is US$154.42 million. The circuits installed for
this optimal plan are given in Table 4.3.
Two operating scenarios using the load profiles discussed in Subsection 6.2.1 are compared.
The first is a seasonal scenario composed of the summer, autumn, winter, and spring load profiles
each with a weight of 1/4 in the master problem objective function. The second is a monthly
scenario in which the load profile of each month is equally weighted i.e. with a weight of 1/12.
In Subsection 5.3.1 we showed that the parameter set [ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5] typically
matched or exceeded the mean performance of the other parameter sets investigated during the
BBHA tuning exercise. Therefore, in this case study we use this parameter set to compare the
performance of the MLPBBHA algorithm to a parallel implementation of Benders decomposition.
Each of the two scenarios is optimised N = 5 times for the MLPBBHA, and three times for
the deterministic Benders decomposition, which as expected produced minimal variance. Each
optimisation is limited to 9.5 hours as this is the time-limit mandated by our computing resources.
Tabulated results are giving in Table 6.2. Note: given the minuscule variance in objective function
values for the Benders decomposition, we report only the best value.
In the case of the seasonal scenario, the worst objective function discovered by the MLPBBHA
is relatively poor, and somewhat skews the mean. As such, the mean performance under this
scenario is slightly worse than that of the Benders decomposition. However, the best objective
function value is approximately 11lower than that found by the Benders decomposition. For the
monthly scenario, even the worst solution discovered by the MLPBBHA is better than that found
by the Benders decomposition. At no stage was either the Benders decomposition of MLPBBHA
scout able to prove optimality before exhausting the compute time. It is possible, however, using
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the set of Benders cuts to provide a valid lower bound on the optimal solution if desired.
6.2.4 Discussion
The computational complexity of the problems in Garver’s 6-bus case study presented in Subsec-
tion 6.2.2 is trivial, with none requiring more than a few seconds to solve. As such, solution time is
not particularly important and was not reported. In contrast, the computational complexity of the
46-bus case study presented in Subsection 6.2.3 was such that the entire 34,200 limit for each opti-
misation was exhausted before any solution could be proven optimal. This necessarily limits our
discussion to the relative performance of each algorithm in producing an approximate solution
within a given time period.
As can be seen in Figure 6.7, the performance of theMLPBBHA and the Benders decomposition
for the seasonal scenario is broadly comparable except for a period of approximately 4000 seconds
centered around 5000 seconds of elapsed time, where the BBHA comprehensively outperforms
the Benders decomposition, and a period nearly 13000 seconds centered around 20,000 seconds of
elapsed time, where the Benders decomposition outperforms the MLPBBHA. Thereafter, the best
performance of the MLPBBHA has a slight performance edge over the Bender’s decomposition,
however the worst and mean performance fails to match this. It is interesting to note that while
the Benders decomposition fails to improve the incumbent objective function value after approx-
imately 13,000 seconds of elapsed time, even the worst performing MLPBBHA run continues to
improve a modest amount.
The plot for the monthly scenario shown in Figure 6.8 clearly shows that the performance of
the MLPBBHA is near universally better than that of the Benders decomposition. However, in the
first 1000 seconds, the performance is comparable as both the scouts in each of theMLPBBHA opti-
misations and the Benders decomposition near simultaneously generate a very significant Benders
cut.
Although the case study was somewhat limited by the available computing resources, it seems
clear the MLPBBHA exhibits the same essential characteristics of the BBHA presented in Chap-
ter 5. That is, the performance of the hybrid optimisation method about as good as the perfor-
mance of its individual component methods in the average case, andmay significantly outperform
them in the best case.
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FIGURE 6.7: 46-bus Seasonal ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
FIGURE 6.8: 46-bus Monthly ne: 1, nb: 2, nre: 10, nrb: 5
The Garver’s 6-bus test system case study featured in Subsection 6.2.2 demonstrates some of
the potential of the MLPBBHA to provide insight into the potential future configuration of the
transmission network under a range of operating scenarios. For example, none of the optimal
network plans under the summer, autumn, or spring load profiles included any storage at the price
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of US$200MW/h. The winter load profile was significantly different. In this case, the relatively
modest demand between 07:00 and 18:00 permits energy to be produced at bus 6 and transmitted
to bus 2 where it is stored for future use. This, combined with a storage cost that is sufficiently
low compared with the cost of an additional new circuit, ensures that some 69.69MW/h of ESS is a
feature of the optimal expansion plan for winter. ESS was also installed at bus 2 under the seasonal
and monthly operating scenarios, reflecting the weighted contribution of the winter (months) to
the objective function value.
Storage is installed across all 6 buses for the summer exception load profile, as well as all new
and reinforcing circuits required where storage is not considered. As this “line only” expansion
plan is a function of peak demand, the installation of ESS is unsurprising in an exception sce-
nario where the re-scaled peak demand is approximately 110% of the specified demand as the
optimal expansion plan must necessarily install additional circuits, energy storage, or curtail load,
or any combination of the three. That slightly less storage is installed at each of the 6 buses for
the seasonal summer exception scenario reflects the weighted contribution of the exception to the
objective function value in much the same way as the winter load profile.
6.3 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we extended the Bee-Benders hybrid algorithm (BBHA) previously developed in
Chapter 5 to develop probability weighted, multi load profile variant that allows the development
of a transmission network expansion plan for an operating scenario comprising one or more load
profiles.
Through two case studies it was shown that different load profiles, and different weighted
combinations of thereof (operating scenarios), result in different optimal network plans, often sub-
tly so. This is true even as the load profiles have the same peak demand, varying over time.
The performance of the MLPBBHA approach is shown to be about as good on average as the
performance of an equivalent multi-scenario implementation of Benders decomposition, and that
the algorithm may significantly outperform the Benders decomposition approach in the best case.
As is the case for the BBHA, the MLPBBHA is general in nature and does not require any
special problem structure beyond decomposition. Therefore, the approach may also be applied to
any general decomposable mixed integer programming problem.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of the research presented herein, an appraisal
of the contributions of the thesis, and suggestions for future research.
7.1 Thesis summary
Chapter 1 presents the reader with an introduction to transmission expansion planning problems
and energy storage technology. The problem of integrating energy storage into the transmission
network is discussed, and the scope and objectives of the research contained within this thesis are
discussed.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the literature related to the research pursued in this the-
sis. Literature related to electrical network planning problems, including the distribution network
expansion planning problem, and the transmission network expansion planning problem that un-
derpins the work presented in later chapters are reviewed. Some recent research incorporating
energy storage into the planning was evaluated, and some gaps in the literature identified. A brief
summary of The Bees Algorithm, which inspired the exact/heuristic hybrid algorithms presented
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 was given.
A transmission network expansion and energy storage planning model that uses ESS for trans-
mission upgrade deferral and demand shifting was developed in Chapter 3. Numerous possible
extensions to the model were discussed, including limits on storage discharge and generation
ramp rates. Two case studies were presented in which the model was tested against the well
known Garver’s 6-bus and IEEE 25-bus test systems under two different demand scenarios. It
was shown that installation of ESS is an effective means of transmission upgrade deferral, but
that storage is unlikely to be chosen where circuit installation is of comparatively low cost. The
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amount of storage installed was found to be dependent on the demand scenario under which it
is operated. It was also shown empirically that the model becomes computationally demanding
with even relatively few buses in the network.
In Chapter 4 it was shown how the computational demand of the TESP model can be reduced
using Benders decomposition. The Benders decomposition approach was tested against the well
known Garver’s 6-bus, IEEE 25-bus, and Brazilian 46-bus test systems under two different de-
mand scenarios. Although the TESP model is computationally demanding for modestly sized test
networks, it was demonstrated that it’s structure makes it amenable to decomposition. It was
shown that a Benders decomposition approach significantly reduces solution time in most test
cases. Finally, the choice of LP solver is demonstrated to have a substantial impact on wall time as
decomposition techniques such as Benders decomposition may potentially require a large number
of subproblems to be solved.
A novel hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm that combines Benders decomposition and a
Bees algorithm inspired evolutionary approach is presented in Chapter 5. The BBHA approach
was demonstrated using a the TESPmodel which was previously shown to becomemore tractable
when decomposed into investment and operational subproblems. A tuning exercise was con-
ducted using the IEEE-25 test network, and case studies were provided for the Brazilian 46-bus
and Colombian 93-bus test systems. The case studies showed that the BBHA combines the best
performance of its component parts in the segments of the problem domain where those parts
excel, and that the BBHA improves upon the individual component solution methods where nei-
ther shows substantial computational advantage. Furthermore, it was suggested that the BBHA
is general in nature and therefore the approach may be applied to any general mixed integer pro-
gramming problem that is amenable to decomposition.
In Chapter 6 the BBHAwas extended to develop probability weighted, multi load profile vari-
ant. The MLPBBHA facilitates transmission expansion planning for an operating scenario com-
prising of one or more load profiles. Two case studies were presented, showing that different
weighted combinations of load profiles result in different optimal network plans even where the
load profiles have the same peak demand, but vary over time. Making substantial use of paral-
lelism, the performance of the MLPBBHA is shown to be about as good on average as the perfor-
mance of an equivalent multi-load profile implementation of Benders decomposition, and that the
algorithm may significantly outperform the Benders decomposition approach in the best case.
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7.2 Appraisal of the work contained in this thesis
Energy storage systems will be an ever more important component of our energy grid. Although
the potential of transmission scale energy storage is limited by both geography and the current
technology, ESS are a reality in the distribution network and micro grid today. As the technology
continues to improve and the generation mix includes ever more highly variable forms of genera-
tion, the integration of ESS into the transmission network is likely to present a significant challenge
to network planners.
The contribution of this thesis to the transmission expansion planning literature is summarised
by the following points.
1. TESP model
The transmission network expansion and energy storage planning model presented in this
thesis significantly improves upon those previously available in the literature. The TESP
model is significantly more complicated than the TEP model, for which it is sufficient to
only peak network load. Given the introduction of time dependent ESS requires that the
time dimension must be explicitly considered by the model. As our results have shown, the
time dynamics of demand have a significant impact on network design.
We have demonstrated the model can be implemented using a standard solver to produce
optimal solutions in a reasonable amount of time, at least in the case of smaller networks.
The model and numerical results presented in Chapter 3 were published in [43]. The ex-
tensions to the model presented in the same chapter, as well as additional numerical results
omitted from this thesis were published in [44].
2. Decomposition of the TESP model
Although the TESP model was shown to produce optimal solutions somewhat quickly for
small networks, for larger, more complicated networks the solution time was considerably
longer.
We have demonstrated that the TESPmodel is amenable to decomposition approaches using
Benders decomposition. It was shown that Benders decomposition can significantly reduce
the solution time when compared to solving monolithic instances directly in a commercial
solver.
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The Benders decomposition approach to solving the TESPmodel presented in Chapter 4 was
published as [42].
When a planning problem becomes intractable the planner may prefer to have a good solu-
tion now, rather than an optimal solution some time in the future. Often it is sufficient simply to
“move the needle” towards a better solution. There exist numerous approximation and heuristic
approaches to optimisation problems. As discussed in Chapter 2, many of these approaches have
been applied to electrical network expansion planning problems. The research presented in Chap-
ter 5 and Chapter 6 describe a hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithm combines the best of both
worlds.
The contribution to both the transmission expansion planning literature and heuristic optimi-
sation (operations research) literature may be summarised as follows:
3. Bee-Benders Hybrid Algorithm (with multi load profile extension)
The BBHA and MLPBBHA are hybrid exact/meta-heuristic algorithms which combine Ben-
ders decomposition with an evolutionary approach inspired by The Bees Algorithm. The
BBHA performs favourably compared to its component parts. The algorithm can provide
an approximate solution with a valid lower bound on the optimal solution quite quickly. If
computing resources allow, the optimal solution can be found and proven with sufficient
time. It remains our understanding that this is the first such matheuristic based on Benders
decomposition and the Bees algorithm.
7.3 Suggestions for further investigation
In this section four suggestions for further investigation and research are given.
1. Model refinement While the TESP is a significant improvement upon models previously
available in the literature there is scope for further refinement. For example, one might wish
to determine the composition of installed ESS from a handful of discrete options. This would
require discrete rather than continuous decision variables for storage. Other refinements to
the model might include extensions go beyond those discussed in Chapter 3 in reflecting real
world networks. This may in turn introduce non-linearity into the model, say through the
modelling of reactive power, etc.
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2. Test systems Many of the test systems and load profiles featured in this thesis are drawn
from real world networks and market settlement data. However, the test systems are gener-
ally quite old and the costs have not been adjusted for inflation or changes to technological
costs. As such, we have simply used these test systems for demonstration purposes and
make no specific recommendations for the underpinning real world systems. There is signif-
icant scope to develop contemporary test systems that more accurately represent transmis-
sion networks for which actionable expansions plans could be created.
3. Application of the BBHA As the BBHA does not exploit any particularly problem structure
apart from the decomposition, we posit that it is a general hybrid method that might be
applied to any range of decomposable mixed integer programming problems. More investi-
gation is required to determine in what areas of the problem space the algorithm excels, and
where it might be contraindicated.
4. Stochastic variant of the MLPBBHA Since the network design depends not just on the peak
demand but also on the dynamics of load over time, the current model is not yet robust to the
stochastic variation in demand profiles that an electricity network may experience. Future
work might include the development of a two stage stochastic MLPBBHA variant, perhaps
in combination with Monte Carlo simulation. For problems such as the TESP which rapidly
become intractable as complexity and realism increases, a highly parallelized stochastic al-
gorithm would be expected to significantly advance solution quality.
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Appendix A
Tabulated data for test systems
A.1 Garver’s 6-bus test system
Bus Max Generation Generation Load
(MW) (MW) (MW)
1 150 50 80
2 0 0 240
3 360 165 40
4 0 0 160
5 0 0 240
6 600 545 0
TABLE A.1: Tabulated bus data for Garver’s 6-bus test system.
From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
1 2 2 1 0.4 100 40
1 3 0 0 0.38 100 38
1 4 2 1 0.6 80 60
1 5 2 1 0.2 100 20
1 6 0 0 0.68 70 68
2 3 2 1 0.2 100 20
2 4 2 1 0.4 100 40
2 5 0 0 0.31 100 31
2 6 4 0 0.3 100 30
3 4 0 0 0.59 82 59
3 5 2 1 0.2 100 20
3 6 0 0 0.48 100 48
4 5 0 0 0.63 75 63
4 6 2 0 0.3 100 30
5 6 0 0 0.61 78 61
TABLE A.2: Tabulated branch data for Garver’s 6-bus test system.
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A.2 IEEE 25-bus test system
Bus Max Generation Generation Load
(MW) (MW) (MW)
1 660 530 0
2 0 0 128
3 0 0 181
4 0 0 74
5 0 0 71
6 0 0 71
7 595 594 265
8 0 0 194
9 400 400 333
10 300 300 0
11 400 400 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 0 0
14 215 43 317
15 0 0 0
16 0 0 0
17 192 40 108
18 0 0 175
19 192 40 97
20 0 0 195
21 0 0 136
22 155 155 100
23 0 0 180
24 300 60 125
25 660 330 0
TABLE A.3: Tabulated bus data for IEEE 25-bus test system.
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From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance precision f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
1 2 4 1 0.01 800 3,760
1 7 4 1 0.09 65 27,808
1 13 4 1 0.10 100 30,968
2 3 4 1 0.02 500 7,109
3 22 4 1 0.02 200 8,187
4 18 4 1 0.10 1,000 4,907
4 19 4 1 0.13 250 5,973
5 17 4 1 0.09 800 3,987
5 20 4 1 0.09 940 4,171
5 25 4 0 0.09 220 1,731
6 18 4 1 0.17 440 7,776
6 20 4 1 0.17 280 7,776
6 24 4 1 0.06 1,080 2,944
7 13 4 1 0.05 250 16,627
7 16 4 1 0.05 90 16,627
8 16 4 1 0.04 490 14,792
8 22 4 1 0.04 65 13,760
9 11 4 1 0.01 260 4,587
9 15 4 1 0.01 250 5,112
10 11 4 1 0.07 800 21,909
10 15 4 1 0.11 250 33,920
11 14 4 1 0.02 700 8,507
12 14 4 1 0.05 100 16,915
12 23 4 1 0.08 70 675
13 18 4 1 0.08 100 675
13 20 4 1 0.08 250 675
14 22 4 1 0.02 200 5,963
15 22 4 1 0.03 360 9,243
16 18 4 1 0.08 250 675
16 20 4 1 0.08 564 675
17 19 4 1 0.01 400 493
17 23 4 1 0.21 350 8,880
18 23 4 1 0.12 150 5,605
19 21 4 1 0.19 110 9,045
20 21 4 1 0.06 180 2,245
24 25 4 0 0.18 220 3,067
TABLE A.4: Tabulated branch data for IEEE 25-bus test system.
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A.3 Brazilian 46-bus test system
Bus Max Generation Generation Load
(MW) (MW) (MW)
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 443.1
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 300.7
5 0 0 238
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 72.2
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 511.9
13 0 0 185.8
14 1,257 944 0
15 0 0 0
16 2,000 1,366 0
17 1,050 1,000 0
18 0 0 0
19 1,670 773 0
20 0 0 1,091.2
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 81.9
23 0 0 458.1
24 0 0 478.2
25 0 0 0
26 0 0 231.9
27 220 54 0
28 800 730 0
29 0 0 0
30 0 0 0
31 700 310 0
32 500 450 0
33 0 0 229.1
34 748 221 0
35 0 0 216
36 0 0 90.1
37 300 212 0
38 0 0 216
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Bus Max Generation Generation Load
(MW) (MW) (MW)
39 600 221 0
40 0 0 262.1
41 0 0 0
42 0 0 1,607.9
43 0 0 0
44 0 0 79.1
45 0 0 86.7
46 700 599 0
TABLE A.5: Tabulated bus data for Brazilian 46-bus test system.
From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
1 2 5 2 0.107 270 7,076
1 7 5 1 0.062 270 4,349
2 3 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
2 4 5 0 0.088 270 5,965
2 5 5 2 0.032 270 2,581
3 46 5 0 0.020 1,800 24,319
4 5 5 2 0.057 270 4,046
4 9 5 1 0.092 270 6,217
4 11 5 0 0.225 240 14,247
5 6 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
5 8 5 1 0.113 270 7,480
5 9 5 1 0.117 270 7,732
5 11 5 0 0.092 270 6,167
6 46 5 0 0.013 2,000 16,005
7 8 5 1 0.102 270 6,823
8 13 5 1 0.135 240 8,793
9 10 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
9 14 5 2 0.176 220 11,267
10 46 5 0 0.008 2,000 10,889
11 46 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
12 14 5 2 0.074 270 5,106
13 18 5 1 0.181 220 11,570
13 20 5 1 0.107 270 7,126
14 15 5 0 0.037 270 2,884
14 18 5 2 0.151 240 9,803
14 22 5 1 0.084 270 5,712
14 26 5 1 0.161 220 10,409
15 16 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
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From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
16 17 5 1 0.008 2,000 10,505
16 28 5 0 0.022 1,800 26,365
16 32 5 0 0.031 1,400 36,213
16 46 5 1 0.020 1,800 24,319
17 19 5 1 0.006 2,000 8,715
17 32 5 0 0.023 1,700 27,516
18 19 5 1 0.013 600 8,178
18 20 5 1 0.200 200 12,732
19 21 5 1 0.028 1,500 32,632
19 25 5 0 0.033 1,400 37,748
19 32 5 1 0.020 1,800 23,423
19 46 5 1 0.022 1,800 26,365
20 21 5 1 0.013 600 8,178
20 23 5 2 0.093 270 6,268
21 25 5 0 0.017 2,000 21,121
22 26 5 1 0.079 270 5,409
23 24 5 2 0.077 270 5,308
24 25 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
24 33 5 1 0.145 240 9,399
24 34 5 1 0.165 220 10,611
25 32 5 0 0.032 1,400 37,109
26 27 5 2 0.083 270 5,662
26 29 5 0 0.054 270 3,894
27 29 5 0 0.100 270 6,672
27 36 5 1 0.092 270 6,167
27 38 5 2 0.208 200 13,237
28 30 5 0 0.006 2,000 8,331
28 31 5 0 0.005 2,000 7,819
28 41 5 0 0.034 1,300 39,283
28 43 5 0 0.041 1,200 46,701
29 30 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
31 32 5 0 0.005 2,000 7,052
31 41 5 0 0.028 1,500 32,632
32 41 5 0 0.031 1,400 35,957
32 43 5 1 0.031 1,400 35,957
33 34 5 1 0.127 270 8,288
34 35 5 2 0.049 270 3,591
35 38 5 1 0.198 200 12,631
36 37 5 1 0.106 270 7,025
37 39 5 1 0.028 270 2,329
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From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
37 40 5 1 0.128 270 8,389
37 42 5 1 0.211 200 13,388
38 42 5 3 0.091 270 6,116
39 42 5 3 0.203 200 12,934
40 41 5 0 0.013 600 8,178
40 42 5 1 0.093 270 6,268
40 45 5 0 0.221 180 13,994
41 43 5 0 0.014 2,000 17,284
42 43 5 1 0.013 600 8,178
42 44 5 1 0.121 270 7,934
44 45 5 1 0.186 200 11,924
TABLE A.6: Tabulated branch data for Brazilian 46-bus test system.
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A.4 Colombian 93-bus test system
Bus Max Generation Generation Load
(MW) (MW) (MW)
1 240 240 0
2 165 165 486.66
3 0 0 587.08
4 0 0 0
5 40 40 351.42
6 34 34 0
7 136 136 448.03
8 230 230 505.87
9 0 0 519.69
10 0 0 88.84
11 108 108 220.15
12 47 47 0
13 0 0 260.08
14 0 0 0
15 0 0 562.84
16 0 0 351.9
17 35 35 203
18 540 540 54.1
19 1,340 1,340 29.28
20 45 45 302.27
21 0 0 277.44
22 200 200 79.17
23 0 0 302.27
24 150 150 0
25 86 86 0
26 70 70 0
27 0 0 396.71
28 14 14 486.39
29 618 618 505.96
30 0 0 199.55
31 189 189 391.88
32 0 0 188.33
33 0 0 247.24
34 0 0 115.81
35 200 200 256.86
36 44 44 167.29
37 138 138 176.3
38 15 15 129.72
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Bus Max Generation Generation Load
(MW) (MW) (MW)
39 15 15 268.19
40 305 305 0
41 100 100 81.85
42 0 0 152.39
43 0 0 52.9
44 23 23 384.64
45 1,208 1,208 0
46 150 150 181.62
47 0 0 61.6
48 885 885 896.26
49 0 0 193.27
50 240 240 632.75
51 0 0 190.45
52 0 0 55.6
53 320 320 0
54 0 0 114.19
55 40 40 333.59
56 0 0 0
57 130 130 336.94
58 190 190 0
59 160 160 0
60 1,216 1,216 0
61 155 155 0
62 0 0 0
63 1,090 1,090 52.77
64 280 280 132.35
65 0 0 197.58
66 300 300 0
67 474 474 397.98
68 0 0 0
69 0 0 106.61
70 180 180 0
71 424 424 471.21
72 0 0 0
73 0 0 0
74 0 0 0
75 0 0 0
76 40 40 0
77 0 0 82.85
78 0 0 54.07
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Bus Max Generation Generation Load
(MW) (MW) (MW)
79 300 300 146.87
80 0 0 88.34
81 0 0 0
82 0 0 0
83 0 0 0
84 500 500 0
85 0 0 0
86 850 850 0
87 0 0 0
88 300 300 0
89 0 0 0
90 0 0 0
91 0 0 0
92 0 0 0
93 0 0 0
TABLE A.7: Tabulated bus data for Colombian 93-bus test system.
From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
1 3 4 1 0.10400 250 15.86
1 8 4 1 0.08100 250 13.22
1 11 4 1 0.07990 250 12.53
1 59 4 2 0.02320 350 6.2
1 71 4 2 0.08410 250 14.37
1 93 4 1 0.02670 450 13.27
2 4 4 2 0.02710 350 6.66
2 9 4 1 0.01220 350 5.28
2 83 4 1 0.02000 570 5.97
3 6 4 1 0.04970 350 9.42
3 71 4 1 0.01360 450 5.17
3 90 4 1 0.00740 350 4.59
4 5 4 3 0.00490 350 4.25
4 34 4 2 0.10160 270 14.94
4 36 4 2 0.08500 250 13.56
5 6 4 2 0.00740 350 4.48
6 10 4 1 0.03370 350 7.58
7 78 4 1 0.00430 350 4.13
7 90 4 2 0.00500 350 4.25
8 9 4 1 0.01680 350 5.97
8 59 4 2 0.10560 250 15.4
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From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
8 67 4 0 0.22400 250 29.2
8 71 4 1 0.00750 400 4.48
8 87 4 1 0.01320 350 5.17
9 69 4 2 0.10980 350 15.75
9 77 4 1 0.01900 350 5.86
9 83 4 1 0.02000 400 5.97
10 78 4 1 0.01020 350 4.94
11 92 4 1 0.02670 450 13.27
12 17 4 1 0.00860 350 4.71
12 75 4 1 0.06410 320 11.49
12 76 4 1 0.00810 350 4.71
13 14 4 2 0.00090 350 3.9
13 20 4 1 0.01780 350 5.74
13 23 4 1 0.02770 350 7.01
14 18 4 2 0.14940 250 20.23
14 31 4 2 0.13070 250 18.62
14 60 4 2 0.10670 300 15.98
15 17 4 1 0.04830 320 9.42
15 18 4 1 0.03650 450 7.93
15 20 4 1 0.05130 320 9.65
15 24 4 1 0.01450 350 5.28
15 76 4 1 0.04140 320 9.88
16 18 4 1 0.06250 350 10.92
16 21 4 1 0.02820 350 6.89
16 23 4 1 0.02380 350 6.89
17 23 4 1 0.09130 250 12.99
17 76 4 1 0.00200 350 3.9
18 20 4 1 0.05040 350 9.54
18 21 4 1 0.03480 350 7.47
18 22 4 1 0.02090 350 6.43
18 58 4 2 0.02120 350 5.74
18 66 4 2 0.06640 350 11.38
19 22 4 1 0.06910 350 11.72
19 58 4 1 0.08260 320 11.72
19 61 4 2 0.11050 250 16.09
19 66 4 1 0.05160 350 9.31
19 82 4 1 0.02670 450 13.27
19 86 4 1 0.15130 300 20.92
21 22 4 1 0.05490 350 9.88
23 24 4 1 0.02550 350 6.32
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From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
24 75 4 1 0.01610 350 5.51
25 28 4 1 0.05650 320 9.77
25 29 4 1 0.05700 320 9.88
26 27 4 1 0.06570 350 10.92
26 28 4 1 0.05120 350 9.31
27 28 4 1 0.02380 350 6.2
27 29 4 1 0.01660 350 5.05
27 35 4 1 0.14980 250 22.07
27 44 4 1 0.08930 250 16.32
27 64 4 1 0.02800 350 6.78
27 80 4 1 0.02420 350 7.01
27 89 4 0 0.02670 450 13.27
28 29 4 1 0.02810 350 6.78
29 31 4 2 0.10420 250 32.98
29 64 4 1 0.00630 350 4.36
30 64 4 1 0.15330 250 20.58
30 65 4 1 0.09100 250 13.68
30 72 4 2 0.01730 350 5.51
31 32 4 1 0.02590 350 6.55
31 33 4 2 0.02480 350 6.43
31 34 4 1 0.07920 250 12.41
31 60 4 2 0.19440 250 25.98
31 72 4 2 0.02440 350 6.32
32 34 4 1 0.05400 350 9.77
33 34 4 1 0.11390 320 16.32
33 72 4 1 0.02280 350 6.2
34 70 4 2 0.04150 350 8.27
35 36 4 1 0.20740 250 27.36
35 44 4 2 0.13580 250 20.35
37 61 4 1 0.01390 350 4.94
37 68 4 1 0.05440 320 9.65
38 39 4 1 0.03000 350 6.32
38 68 4 1 0.03890 350 7.93
39 40 4 2 0.10200 250 16.21
39 43 4 1 0.11630 250 16.55
39 68 4 1 0.01450 350 5.28
39 86 4 0 0.05450 350 9.88
40 41 4 1 0.01860 350 5.74
40 42 4 1 0.01530 350 5.17
40 68 4 1 0.13200 320 18.16
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From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
41 42 4 1 0.00940 350 4.71
41 43 4 1 0.11420 250 16.32
43 88 4 0 0.18160 250 39.56
44 80 4 1 0.10140 250 17.59
45 50 4 2 0.00700 350 4.36
45 54 4 1 0.09460 320 13.56
45 81 4 1 0.02670 450 13.27
46 51 4 1 0.11410 250 16.32
46 53 4 2 0.10410 250 14.6
47 49 4 2 0.09420 250 13.56
47 52 4 1 0.06440 350 10.57
47 54 4 2 0.10030 250 14.25
48 54 4 3 0.03960 350 8.04
48 63 4 1 0.02380 350 6.32
49 53 4 2 0.10080 250 14.25
50 54 4 2 0.08760 250 12.87
51 52 4 1 0.08590 250 12.87
52 88 4 0 0.09800 300 34.19
54 56 4 3 0.02670 450 13.27
54 63 4 3 0.04950 320 9.08
55 57 4 1 0.01740 600 46.81
55 62 4 1 0.02810 550 70.99
55 82 4 1 0.02900 550 77.5
55 84 4 1 0.00870 600 26.66
56 57 4 2 0.02400 600 62.62
56 81 4 1 0.01140 550 32.86
57 81 4 0 0.02190 550 58.89
57 84 4 1 0.00870 600 26.66
59 67 4 2 0.11800 250 16.67
60 62 4 3 0.02570 450 13.27
60 69 4 2 0.09060 350 13.68
61 68 4 1 0.07890 250 12.41
62 73 4 1 0.02720 750 73.16
62 82 4 1 0.01010 600 31
64 65 4 1 0.07410 350 11.84
64 74 4 1 0.02670 500 13.27
66 69 4 2 0.12170 250 17.13
67 68 4 2 0.16600 250 22.07
68 86 4 1 0.04040 350 8.27
69 70 4 2 0.02280 350 6.2
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From To Allowed reinforcements nij Reactance f¯ij Cost
(bus) (bus) (p.u.) (MW) $1010
72 73 4 2 0.02670 500 13.27
73 74 4 1 0.02140 600 58.28
73 82 4 0 0.03740 550 97.96
73 89 4 0 0.02460 550 66.65
74 89 4 0 0.00340 550 14.57
77 79 4 1 0.00970 350 5.17
79 83 4 0 0.04570 350 15.4
79 87 4 1 0.00710 350 4.48
82 85 4 1 0.03410 700 89.9
83 85 4 2 0.02670 450 13.27
85 91 4 1 0.01390 600 40.3
90 91 4 1 0.02670 550 13.27
91 92 4 1 0.00880 600 27.59
92 93 4 1 0.00970 600 30.07
TABLE A.8: Tabulated branch data for Colombian 93-bus test system.
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